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A note from your Executive Board:
The American Collegiate Retailing Association (ACRA) Executive Board would like to
thank the membership and especially the authors who contributed to this year’s
conference. While “change and flexibility” are inevitable, we appreciate the patience
and understanding of each member as we worked to get papers and abstracts
reviewed for the conference and the Proceedings created. Unfortunately, while we
could not meet in person due to the global pandemic, we believe that sharing the
“Extended Abstracts” as part of this year’s Proceedings and recognizing our top fullpaper submissions will allow authors and scholars to see the wonderful scholarship
that our members are providing to the discipline.
The Board would also like to especially thank our Conference Chairs, Dr. Chuanlan Liu
and Dr. Chunmin Lang from Louisiana State University and Dr. Scott Davis from the
University of Houston for their tireless efforts in coordinating and reviewing the
submissions. We look forward to seeing everyone for future conferences.
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Introduction
Currently apparel shopping takes places through multi-channel retailing such as cell
phones, touchscreen, laptops and tradition brick and morter stores (Kim & Johnson, 2015). Despite the
growing popularity of online retailing, brick and mortar stores are still one of the most important
channels to provide consumers memorable, engaging, and emotional brand experiences (Anderson &
Eckstein 2013). A synopsis of previous research studies found that physical stores contribute to
experiential consumption, while online shopping mostly relates to utilitarian consumption (Baker &
Grewell, 1994; Dolbec & Chebat, 2013). Moreover, a current research conducted by Kim and Johnson
(2015) found that several store attributes such as product, store design, atmosphere, and price
positively influence store loyalty through the mediating role of shopping enjoyment and place
attachment.
The objective of this study is thus to identify and observe potential areas of store physicality for
improvement focusing on a specific location of a Target store to enhance consumers’ shopping
experiences. Davies and Ward (2005) and Kent (2003) posited that “merchandise, in-store promotion
and the issues of location, environment and atmosphere” are the focus areas of store physicality. Thirty
in-person interviews were conducted at a Target store in the Midwest. The following questions were
asked:
1.

From the table above which brands have you purchased before?
What kind of clothing or brands that you think the store should but don’t yet have for you?

2.

Do you like the design, quality, and price of the clothing products here?

3.

How does the product presentation help you to select what you want?

4.

Please tell me how you like the visuals and signage of this store?

5.

How you like the layout of the store? Should anything be rearranged?
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6.

Do you want any specific technological features to help you shop at Target?

7.

Do you think the store has enough staff to help with your shopping needs?

8.

How do you like the checking out process? Is the check-out station convenient?
Are you wait in line for too long?

9.

What promotions should this Target store have to attract you to continue to shop here?

10. How should this store improve to make you want to shop here more?

Findings
Seven major findings emerged from the analysis of the thirty in-depth interviews:
Finding 1 (Technological features): Participants expressed that they wanted specific
technological features such as QR scan code (22% of participants), VR showroom (7%), digital
display (20%), chatbots (27%), mobile wallet (20%), virtual makeover (2%), and digital price tags
(2%) that could help them shop at Target. Their detailed suggestions are outlined as the following: a.
QR scan codes help consumers to get more information about products such as types
of fabric and previous purchase history. Also, VR showroom could be applied in the
fashion apparel store.
b. Another important technological aspect is digital display. Some consumers claim that
retailers should provide current trending of apparel items and other necessary features in
the digital display as well as listing and showing images for all items.
c. Mobile wallet and virtual makeover (an app where users can virtually try on any makeup
to enhance their appearance) are two important technological features that Target could
implement to facilitate a better consumer decision making process.
d. Digital price tags are other important things to consider. Some consumers state that digital
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price tags need to be integrated with their smartphone that align shopping lists and alert
them about what items to look for next.

Finding 2 (product presentation of the store): Participants indicated that Target needs more apparel
items, variations in the arrangement of fixtures (25% of participants), coordination of products (13%),
freshening up the displays regularly (17%), and rearrangement of the layout of front lines (12%) to
improve the product presentation of the store.
a. Target needs more apparel items to compare fabric materials, texture, style, and price value
so that participants can choose the best one. Some male participants mention that the store
should increase the selection of apparel items for men’s section as this section is super small.
b. The placement of the apparel items in the store also takes a very small place. So, it
would require more space to relocate all apparel items in a manner that everyone could
easily look through all apparel items.
c. Participants do not always want to look the same items in the same arrangement.
Sometimes they want to explore the store and look for novelty. They also prefer to see the
most purchased products at the back of the store. It will help them to look for other
unfamiliar brands. It can be concluded that freshening up the product displays regularly is
highly recommended to enhance consumers’ attraction to the store.
d.

Consumers want a specific fixture format. Sometimes they could not see products when
similar fixtures are used across all rows. Target should arrange their fixtures from smaller
to larger that helps consumers in differentiating the products. This store needs more curved
tables and racks for proper arrangement of apparel items.
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Finding 3 (Promotional features): Participants suggest some important features of promotions
that the Target store should implement and those features are:
a. 35 % of participants noted that email is a great way to promote products because they are
always checking email. My findings indicate that consumers feel text messages are more
personal than email. Text messages are a good reminder about the products that allow
consumers to revisit the items and later purchase them.
b. Target should advertise their products outside the store (24% of participants).
Sometimes, customers walk around the Target store and it will be appealing if they see
advertisements of new products. Mostly, they would like to see advertisements of newly
arrived and discounted apparel items outside the store.

Finding 4 (Checking out process) Participants commented on the checking out process at the
Target store and they suggested:
Overall Target checking out process is very good. However, some participants claim that selfcheckout system is always overwhelmed and they will prefer to exclusively use mobile to complete
the checkout process (18% of participants). One participant tells that Kohl’s combined its customer
loyalty program with its membership card to create Kohl’s Pay. It is a quick checkout system that uses
the shopper’s mobile app to store their Kohl’s Card, coupons, and loyalty points. Finding 5 (Quality
of brand): Participants shared their thoughts about the brand and the quality of products. They offered
these descriptions:
28% of the participants like ready to wear and jewelry/ accessories from the Wild Fable line
because those are cheap. As most of participants are undergraduate students, they told me that this brand
meets their all required criteria so that they choose this brand.
For clothing, they also prefer highly fashionable clothing from C9 and Hanes. The price of the
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clothing is also reasonable for participants. In addition, participants claim that sneakers are missing
from the Target store (10%). They want Nike brand and sneakers that the store did not have.

Discussion and Implications
This study uses Target as a case in point that reveals real shoppers’ needs in store physicality.
For example, the transformation of brick and mortar stores into digitalized retail environments are
indicated as a need. Technological features such as QR scan code, digital price tags, mobile wallet, and
virtual makeover will facilitate better shopping experiences for consumers. Additionally, retailers could
use the use of virtual reality, augmented reality, and smart technologies in the retail environment to
provide consumers more engaging and memorable experiences. In addition, proper arrangement of
fixtures as well as freshening up the product displays regularly can further motivate consumers to shop
often at the Target store.
Furthermore, Target could improve promotional features so that consumers will be better
informed about their products. Target may regularly email, contact, or text consumers who opt in for
marketing information, current trends in fashion retailing to draw consumers’ attention. This marketing
effort differs from advertising as it gears toward delivering news and educate consumers about news
fashions.
The results of this study are most pertinent to Target’s story physicality. However, similar store
formats might exhibit similar issues and thus could get insights from our study. More field work is
needed in the study of the store physicality and transforming brick and mortar stores to experiential
environments that are sensually engaging and inspirational.
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Purpose: College consumers want to be able to find clothing quickly and easily that meets their
needs through the internet. The internet is one of the most popular market formats to college students
(Lissitsa, & Kol, 2016; Kurtz, & Boone, 2017). Tremendous growth of internet shoppers in the recent
years urges to research on a subject of the internet shopping intention related to the clothing
involvement and product attributes. The purposes of this study were to explore two factors in product
attributes, which are style and brand attributes, impacting on the online purchasing intention among
the Historical Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) students.

Research Hypotheses: The following hypotheses were developed to demonstrate the internet
shopping intention among college students.
H1a. College students with a high level of Clothing Involvement tend to have a positive effect on
Style Attributes.
H1b. College students with a high level of Clothing Involvement tend to have a positive effect on
Brand Attributes.
H2. College students’ positive Style Attributes highly lead to college students’ shopping
intention to the internet.
H3. College students’ positive Brand Attributes highly lead to college students’ shopping
intention to the internet.
Research Method: This study used convenience sample of college students from the classes at two
HBCU with various major areas in southeastern US. For the study, 240 participators were
voluntarily recruited to collect the questionnaire, which took 15 to 20 minutes to be completed.
This study adopted the methods of Xu & Paulins (2005) to find the intention of internet shopping.
The data were analyzed to explain the unique internet shopping intention among college students
using structure equation modeling (SEM). The path coefficient in SEM was made to test the
hypotheses.
Results and Discussion: The model is composed of 4 latent variable with sixteen indicators. The
result of SEM model fit revealed that the clothing involvement was one of the strong determinant
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factors in style and brand attributes, ultimately affecting the internet shopping intention. The college
students highly intend to purchase their clothing through the internet. The mean score of clothing
involvement is 5.60, which is higher than the median of 4 of 7-point bipolar scale, indicating college
students’ strong interests in clothing. Interestingly, many college students show strong clothing
concerns, associated with the factor of brand attributes before making a purchase decision. When
college students were looking for their clothing through the internet, they first recognized the famous
brand names or the well-known brand products. They may like to look at the name brand clothing
and follow the current fashion trend clothing through internet. In order to minimize the shopping
risk, the college students are highly looking at the name brand clothing on the internet. However,
when they made a purchasing decision through internet, the factor of style attributes strongly
impacted on the online shopping intention rather than the brand attributes. The college students want
to express their individual personality through the clothing. Hence, they importantly consider two
variables of nice color and good match of clothing when they make the purchasing decision.
Moreover, the college students do not want to wear clothing that does not fit properly, so the good fit
is an important variable when college students purchasing the clothing through the internet. The
results of SEM model indicate that college students have the positive internet shopping intention for
their clothing in the future. The college students are the potential consumer in the near the future.

Implication: The internet retailers should consider the niche market for HBCU students because
the college students are the big potation future internet consumers. The internet retailers have to
develop the internet market strategies to capture the HBCU consumers. The results indicate that
the HBCU students have a unique purchasing pattern when they are shopping through the
internet. Based on this result, the internet retailers can improve their brand image and style
attributes for their target market.
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Abstract
To address the volatile nature of the retail industry, retailers have adopted business models such as
clothing subscription services to meet the demanding needs of consumers. This business model,
grounded in technology and supply chain, offers consumers products through interval deliveries of
‘curated boxes.’ Limited academic literature has examined how different types of subscription services
(curated, partial curation, non- curation) influence consumers’ dissonance and their subsequent
responses toward the service. Our research employed an experimental design using a Qualtrics panel of
358 consumers. Results revealed higher instances of for both dimensions of cognitive dissonance but
only the wisdom of purchase dimension was found to be significant.

Online clothing subscription services (CSS) have experienced tremendous growth within the global
retailing market in the last ten years. The business model, grounded in technology and supply chain,
offers consumers products through interval deliveries of ‘curated boxes.’ “In curated fashion retailing,
stylists assist consumers in their online shopping by providing product recommendations tailor-made
to their personal preferences” (Sebald & Jacob, 2019). Depending on the service, curation can refer to
three distinct types: full, partial or none. CSS deliver retailers benefits by providing steady income
from customers. For consumers, CSS combine online shopping (Sebald & Jacob, 2019) convenience,
and personalization to create an individualized shopping experience. In a recent report by McKinsey,
curation-like monthly boxes of clothes and makeup were noted as the most popular subscription
services, making up more than 55% of subscription services purchased (Segran, 2018). While popular
press has noted an increase in CSS, limited academic literature has examined how different types of
subscription services (curated, partial curation, non- curation) influence consumers’ cognitive
dissonance, and attitudinal and behavioral responses toward the service. Therefore, this study
addresses this gap in the literature by investigating CSS using the Cognitive Dissonance Theory
(CDT). Previous literature has examined subscription-based online services in terms of surprise (Woo
& Ramkumar, 2018), behavioral attention (Lee, Sadachar, & Manchiraju, 2019), and consumers
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perceptions to using CSS (Bhatt, 2018). One can argue that apparel selection for some consumers is
high involvement, with issues such as fit, price, and aesthetic preferences making apparel choices
overwhelming. Thus, subscription services that provide curated services where stylists provide input
on product choices may increase cognitive dissonance related to apparel shopping. Thus, the purpose
of this study was to examine how types of CSS impact consumer’s level of cognitive dissonance,
thereby influencing their attitude and positive word-of-mouth communication toward CSS.

Literature Review
This study draws on Cognitive Dissonance Theory (CDT) by Festinger (1957) which describes the
aversive state of psychological discomfort (dissonance) in a consumers’ mind resulting from
contradictory cognitive elements when decisions are made. These elements can include knowledge of
the consumers environment, consumers’ attitudes, opinions, and past behavior. If one cognitive
element aligns with another, they are said to be consonant with one another. Consumers experience
dissonance if one element does not follow logically from the other. It is the uncertainty of choice that
causes the consumers dissonance and make consumers doubt their decision (Mao & Oppewal, 2010). If
an inconsistency (dissonance) occurs, individuals subsequently change their beliefs and attitudes, seek
and recall consonant information or change their behaviors to avoid conflict and reduce dissonance. A
substantial number of studies in the consumer behavior domain have investigated dissonance in the
post- purchase stage as well as strategies that consumers adopt as reactions to cognitive dissonance
(e.g., Bawa & Kansal, 2008; Lee & Li, 2013). Still, research has neglected to investigate dissonance
within the pre-purchase stage or the antecedents of the construct.

In the context of clothing subscriptions, consumers may experience greater dissonance depending on
the level of consumers’ input during product selection. If the CSS curates products for the customer
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without the customer’s input (full curation), he/she may experience an internal pre-decision conflict
due to uncertainty. That is, customers desire to own new clothing items, but do not have control over
their apparel selection when subscribing to a fully curated service. The uncertainty of not knowing
what products they will receive (unknown outcome) may cause psychological discomfort (Koller &
Salzberger, 2012). In this vane, if consumers can preview pre-selected items by the stylist and switch
out unfavorable products (partial curation), the level of dissonance should decrease in comparison to
the full curation service. Furthermore, consumers who have full control over their apparel selection
(non- curation), may experience the lowest level of dissonance as a result of the known outcome and
the absence of internal conflicts and mental distress.

George and Edward (2011) propose that the degree of personal involvement in a purchase decision
impacts the level of cognitive dissonance and found that consumers who are more (less) involved with
the purchase experienced a lower (higher) degree of cognitive dissonance. This implies that a fully
curated service facilitates the highest level of dissonance due to the lowest level of consumer
involvement in the product selection process; followed by partial curation and non-curation
subscription services (highest involvement, lowest level of dissonance). Therefore, it is hypothesized
that the type of clothing service subscription influences the level of consumers’ cognitive dissonance
such that: H1a: Consumers will demonstrate more dissonance (emotional and wisdom of purchase)
related to a full curated subscription service than a partial curated CSS. H1b: Consumers will
demonstrate more dissonance (emotional and wisdom of purchase) related to a partial curated
subscription service than a none curated CSS.

To our knowledge, no research has explored how cognitive dissonance influences consumer responses
to a CSS. Research related to the hospitality industry revealed that satisfaction and repeat purchase
behavior are consequent variables of cognitive dissonance. Specifically, consumers’ post- purchase
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feelings of dissonance lead to dissatisfaction (Koller & Salzberger, 2012) and lower levels of repatronage behavior (Kim, 2011). Therefore, it is expected that: H2: Consumers’ emotional dissonance
and wisdom of purchase generated by the CSS will negatively influence their a) attitude toward the
subscription service, and b) positive word-of-mouth communication.

Methodology
This study employed an experimental design with 3 types of CSS (full, partial, none) as the betweensubjects factor. The type of subscription service was manipulated through a visual
advertisement of a mock company with a narrative description (created in Adobe Photoshop) depicting
a CSS that pertained to a full-curation subscription service (e.g., “the stylist chooses clothing items for
you”), partial-curation subscription service (e.g., “the stylist chooses clothing items for you and you
can preview the box”), and non-curation subscription service (e.g., “shop 100s styles and select your
favorite clothing items”). Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the three CSS conditions.
Prior to the main experiment. An Internet experiment was conducted using Qualtrics with a nationwide
US sample of 358 consumers, who did not have prior experience with a CSS. The sample was
recruited through Qualtrics’s online panel. Pre-existing reliable scales measuring cognitive dissonance
(Sweeney, Hausknecht, & Soutar, 2000), attitudes toward the subscription service (Dodds, Monroe, &
Grewal, 1991, and positive word-of-mouth communication (Goyette, Ricard, Bergeron, & Marticotte,
2010) appeared after the manipulated advertisement. All measures were rated on 7-point Likert scales.
Prior to the stimulus and scale measures, a definition of the CSS was given.
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Results
All scaled measures demonstrated adequate reliability (α > 0.8) and were confirmed to be
unidimensional, except for dissonance which comprised of two factors: emotional and wisdom of
purchase subscales of the Cognitive Dissonance after Purchase Multidimensional Scale (Sweeney et al,
2000). A pretest was conducted and was successful to verify the manipulated stimuli were
representative of the three types CSS. Hypothesis 1 was tested using MANOVA, with type of CSS
(full, partial, none curation) as the between-subjects factor, and emotional and wisdom of purchase as
the dependent variables. As hypothesized, the result of the between-subject effects revealed a
significant main effect for type of subscription service on wisdom of purchase [F(2/358) = 3.05, p <
.05, η² = 1.7%], but not on emotional cognitive dissonance [F(2/358) = 2.55, p > .05]. Specifically,
consumers experienced a higher degree of wisdom of purchase on a fully curated than a partial curated
CSS [MNfull. = 4.48, MNpartial = 4.06, MD = .43; p = .02]. Although a main effect of type of CSS on
emotional dissonance was not found, consumers experienced a higher degree of emotional dissonance
on a fully curated than a partial curated CSS [MNfull. = 2.90, MNpartial = 2.55, MD = .35; p = .04];
partially supporting H1a. Furthermore, consumers did not experience more cognitive dissonance on a
partial curated than a none curated CSS [wisdom of purchase: Mpartial. = 4.06, MNpartial = 2.21, MD
= -.15, p > .05; emotional: Mpartial. = 2.55, MNpartial = 2.59, MD = -.04, p > .05]. Therefore, the
partial and full curated CSS had similar effects on cognitive dissonance; rejecting H1b. Hypothesis 2
was tested using multiple linear regression and results revealed that wisdom of purchase [R² = .33,
F(2,355) = 88.92; β = -.41, p <0.001] and emotional dissonance [β = -.28, p <0.001] negatively
influenced attitude toward CSS. Results also found that wisdom of purchase [R² = .32, F(2,355) =
82.22; β = -.43, p <0.001] and emotional dissonance [Beta = -.24, p <0.001] negatively influenced
positive word-of-mouth communication. Thus, H2a,b is supported.
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Discussion and Implications
The results of our study have both theoretical and managerial implications. Overall, consumers
experienced higher instances of cognitive dissonance in the fully curated CSS as opposed to the other
curation types, however, there was no significant difference between partial and none. This suggests
that retailers entering the CSS business should utilize either a partial or non-curation model. In contrast
to George and Edward (2011), we found that consumers experienced the least amount of dissonance
when they had some type of involvement in selecting clothing. This may be attributed to the intricacies
involved in selecting clothing for some consumers. Moreover, to our knowledge no research has
investigated CSS type and dissonance in the pre-purchase stage. Thus, our research adds to the body of
literature on CDT and supplements Koller & Salzberger’s (2012) study, in that we found that cognitive
dissonance negatively influenced consumers attitude and positive word of mouth communication
regarding the CSS.
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Rationale: Clothing fit is the most crucial factor when consumers purchase their clothing (Pisut
& Connell, 2007; Newcomb & Istook, 2011; Lee et al, 2012; Seo & Namwamba 2018).
Although consumers’ body shapes are various, the sizes of bust, waist, and hips of ready-to-wear
(RTW) are fairly standardized in the apparel manufactures’ sizing charts, leading to the clothing fit
issues of many consumers. Body Mass Index (BMI) is one of the important factors that have an impact
on body shape, but there is little research on the influence of BMI on RTW clothing fit and Clothing
Benefit Sought. BMI is a measurement that provide an indication of body fat based on height and
weight and can help classify a standard measure of health. BMI can be used to
help determine if a person is underweight, normal weight (healthy weight), overweight, and obesity
(CDC, 2017).

Purpose: This study aims to examine the influence of BMI on RTW clothing fit and Clothing
Benefit Sought for young female college consumers.

Research Questions: Two main questions are proposed for this study: (1) which specific locations in
RTW clothing cause discomfort due to a lack of good fit in each BMI group? and (2) how are BMI
groups related to the clothing benefit sought for young female college consumers? Methodology: The
convenience sample method was used for this study. After receiving consent, the authors distributed
questionnaires to participants during a regular class session. The questionnaires were completed in 1520 minutes. Data were collected from female college students in southeastern US. 154 questionnaires
were completed by female. Data analysis was performed using frequencies, multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA), and univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Finding: This study finds that bust, waist, and thigh girths of the responders relatively misfit RTW
clothing no matter which BMI group they belong to. Most responders reported that hip and abdomen
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girths are relatively good fit areas. Normal weight (BMI of 18.50 to 24.90) and overweight (BMI of
25.00 to 29.90) responders feel that RTW clothing is too loose around the waist. The obese category
(BMI of 30.00 or higher) respondents report that their clothing is a fairly good fit around the waist, but
they indicate tightness around the bust and the thigh areas. The obese respondents are highly looking
for camouflage benefits when they are wearing the RTW clothing. Most college female students
consider RTW clothing as a means for personality expression, but not sex appeal.

Conclusion: Young college female students use their RTW clothing for the purpose of body
modification to emphasize their body shape and image. However, the obese female consumers use
RTW clothing as a camouflage tool to hide their body image and shapes. Obese female consumers are
more likely to complain of tight fit in bust and thigh areas.
Implication for research and/ or practice: This study is unique as it is the first time to investigate an
empirical link between RTW clothing fitting issues and clothing benefits sought based on BMI among
young female college consumers. This study aims to enlighten the apparel industries of young female
college consumers’ perception and thoughts about RTW clothing fit problems and clothing benefits
sought. Based on the results, the apparel industries can improve their RTW clothing fit issues for their
target consumers.
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fMRI research showcases consumers cognitive processing and emotional response stripped from the
external factors or social situations modifying the human experience. Past research showed the
importance of this technique to the field; however, with the emergence of new marketing
communication mediums, it is vital to review fMRI usage in current research. Thus, the purpose of this
study was to review the last decade of consumer neuroscience researchers’ usage of fMRI techniques
in experimental design. Findings showed overall static images were used, the retail environment was
the largest category of study, and most analyzed the prefrontal cortex and stratum.

Consumer neuroscience is the “study of the neural conditions and processes that underlie
consumption, their psychological meaning, and their behavioral consequences"(Reimann et. Al.,
2011, p. 610). While consumer neuroscience continues to be a growing field, the usage of
psychophysiological techniques in consumer research is not new. However, research in this field did
not surge until the development of advanced imaging techniques, mainly functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) (Solnais et. al., 2013). fMRI techniques originated within the medical field
to better detect and assess abnormalities within the body. Since its debut, researchers have taken fMRI
technology and applied the technique to garner a greater depth of detail and clarity to brain activation
results; therefore, allowing researchers to gain a greater understanding of consumers’ opinions,
responses, and physiological processing to a given stimuli. From these findings, researchers
continually gain insight to a deeper understanding of consumer needs and wants thus drive marketing
communication strategies (Goodman, Wang, Kwon, Byun, Katz, & Deshpande, 2017). fMRI research
can showcase consumers cognitive processing and emotional response stripped from the external
factors or social situations modifying the human experience.
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The usage of fMRI provides highly technical data yet to replicated by other techniques. Past research
has yielded the importance of this technique to the field; however, with the emergence of new
marketing communication mediums, it is vital to review fMRI usage in current research. Thus, the
purpose of this study is to review the last decade of consumer neuroscience researchers’ usage of fMRI
techniques in experimental design.

Meta-synthesis was used to gather the findings of numerous research studies in the field of
neuromarketing specifically consumer neuroscience. Approximately 70 articles were retrieved using
computer databases (One Search and Google Scholar). Search terms used were fMRI neuromarketing,
fMRI consumer neuroscience, fMRI, and fMRI experiments. Articles that were
not consumer focused nor experimental in nature were not considered for inclusion. Articles were also
retrieved by references within articles. Initial article retrieval was not limited to a specific time frame;
however, the time frame was later restricted to the last ten years thus dating from January 2009 to
December 2019. This resulted in approximately 37 studies for analysis.

Consumer Neuroscience studies can vary amongst research topics, but there are distinct sample
commonalities which are intrinsic to experimental design given the limitations of fMRI testing. Cost is
a limiting factor which generally confines sample size to a range of 18-27 people (Change, Oboyle,
Anderson, and Suttikun, 2016). This sample is most often selected from a larger group of study
participants whom completed a preliminary testing method such as a self- report (Shen and Morris,
2016). Due to the cost consideration, it is important for researchers to gain the most representative
sample to undergo scanning in order to maintain the integrity of the study. Researchers often look for
study participants who meet the following criteria: no history of mental illness, are monolingual, and
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right handed (Jai, Oboyle, and Fang, 2014) (Shen and Morris, 2016). These criteria reduce common
confounding factors when analyzing the scans.

The average sample participant is in his or her 20s, but the studies analyzed capture participant ages
reaching into the 40s. Participants in their 20s are most likely to be selected due to their willingness to
participate and proximity to the fMRI scanners used in the studies. 50% of samples are selected from
the United States and Germany. While samples are highly concentrated in two countries, fMRI
Consumer Neuroscience is an experimental field of study growing in prominence around the world.
Within this emerging field of study, several prominent categories of research have surfaced. These
include: Advertising, Consumers Online, Mobile Applications, and Retail. The largest set of stimuli
used to carry out category experiments are static images because they provide known, isolated
variables from which responses are tracked. Retail is currently the largest category of study because it
is broad in its capacity to impact business through various applications of findings.

This field is subdivided into six subcategories including: Consumer Decision Making, Brand
Perception, Online Presentation, Packaging, Visuals, and Consumer Perception of Brand Crisis. Out of
the subcategories, Consumer Decision Making accounts for 38% of Retail topics of research (Lee,
Brandes, Chamberlain, and Senior 2017) (Rampl, Opitz, Welpe, and Kenning 2014). As the retail
landscape is continually increasing in competition, more and more companies are looking for ways to
differentiate and distinguish themselves as a brand through a greater understanding of their consumers.

The majority of fMRI Consumer Neuroscience studies were published during the years of
2011, 2014, 2016, and 2017. These spikes could be related to increased access to grants and or
increased value in assessing the applicability of studies. 2016 alone accounts for about 22% of studies
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published. Several publishers found interest in fMRI Consumer Neuroscience, but none have deeply
invested in incorporating material into their publications. Springer Science + Business Media had the
highest amount of studies in a given publication. In total, there were no more than 3 studies in one
publication.

It is common for fMRI studies to incorporate an additional method of testing to reduce the participants’
selection bias. The most common tests paired with fMRI include: questionnaire, interview, self-report,
eye tracking, fNIRS (functional near infrared spectroscopy), survey pretest, and personality test. 45%
of studies use self-report as the additional testing method prior to fMRI scanning (Rampl, Opitz,
Welpe, and Kenning 2014; Casado-Aranda and Sánchez- Fernández, 2018; Muñoz-Leiva and GómezCarmona, 2019). Self-Reports are known for their ease in obtainability and value in reporting
individualistic observations amongst participants (Garcia & Gustavson, 1997). These paired tests are
valuable in their ability to prescreen fMRI candidates to increase relevancy as well as their ability to
assess consumer opinion with neurological scans. As access to technology increases and cost of fMRI
experimental studies decreases, it is possible that additional testing methods such as eye tracking will
become more standard because of its usefulness in physiological recording.

There are 45 areas of the brain which are activated across the studies. The majority of the areas which
were activated in response to experimental stimuli are responsible for a person’s cognitive processing,
emotions, and memories. Studies showed that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), striatum,
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and the cerebellum are the most common areas of activation
(“Anatomy of the Brain”, 2019) (Rampl, Opitz, Welpe, and Kenning, 2014; Vezich, Gunter, and
Lieberman, 2016). DLFC is important in Consumer Neuroscience because of its prominence in
facilitating executive functions including selective attention and working memory (Curtis &
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D’Esposito, 2003). Striatum activation leads to voluntary movement. The cerebellum also controls
voluntary motor movements in response to sensory information. The anterior cingulate cortex
processes complex cognitive functions including empathy, emotion, and decision-making. (“Anatomy
of the Brain”, 2019). Collectively, these areas of the brain signal responsive engagement to stimuli
which in part detects whether or not stimuli resonate with participants.

fMRI research is paving the way for researchers to better understand the human brain. It is the most indepth way to study brain processing in its authentic form. Understanding consumer brain functioning is
essential for retailers to improve the strategic applications of marketing, messaging, and
communication to consumers. While costly at present, there are large takeaways researchers can learn
from their studies. From those completed, the most commonly activated regions of the brain are the
prefrontal cortex and the striatum. Further research should be conducted with larger sample sizes to
generalize findings to larger populations. Untapped categories of research are opportunities to apply
the understanding of neural signal responses to stimuli through alternative lenses of context such as
cultural diversity or social norms for a given region. Neuromarketing and Consumer Neuroscience are
still fields of research in their youth. Additional investment through fMRI techniques have the
potential to enhance the understanding and application of findings to increase relevancy of stimuli to
consumers, ultimately benefitting the firms which apply the findings and the consumers themselves.
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Introduction
Today, the definition of social environment has been expanded from in-person to online interactions
and provides opportunities to interact directly and instantaneously with not only peers and family but
also influencers and marketers. This environmental change significantly affects consumers’ life and
behavior. Because humans are social animals who seek to have positive relationships with others, such
as friends, family and surrounding people (DeWall, Deckman, Pond Jr, & Bonser, 2011). Therefore,
consumers’ social media usage might be deeply related to their belongingness. Belongingness is
usually studied in conjunction with subjective well-being as well. For instance, social exclusion can be
a major cause of anxiety and sense of belonging has a direct relationship with depression (Baumeister
& Tice, 1990; Choenarom, Willams, &Hagerty, 2005). In a similar context with belongingness,
subjective wellbeing accounts for a large part of consumers’ social life including social media usage.
They also suggested that, in other ways, the more people spend time social media, the more they will
believe that their overall well-being is improved by social media. Because social interactions and
connectedness through social media make an abundant social capital and thus it enhances happiness
and well-being (Munzel, Meyer-Waarden, & Galan, 2018).

Due to the fact that social media largely functions as an account of the lives of those who use it, social
media activity influences purchasing behavior as well. Many recent studies have identified the
importance of communication with consumers through social media with regard to consumers’
purchase intention. According to Smith (2018), 72% of Instagram users make purchasing decisions
based on the posts they saw while browsing Instagram. Salpini (2017) also noted that consumers, in
particular, make fashion, beauty, or style-related purchases after seeing posts on Instagram. With the
explosive growth of social media, mimicry consumption behavior today has become more prominent
than ever before. Thus, this research aims to explore how Instagram activities (interaction, browsing,
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and broadcasting), consumer belongingness (social connectedness, social assurance), subjective wellbeing, and intentional mimicry consumption behavior are related to each other.

This study used a research company, Survey Sampling International (SSI), to recruit participants of the
study. The total number of participants in this study was 233 ranged from ages 18 to 38 and included
both male and female consumers. A structured online survey was created using Qualtrics and
distributed through the data pool of the research company. Cronbach’s α values were computed to
assess the internal consistency aspect of the reliability of the multi-item scales. Cronbach’s α scores of
the Instagram activities were .80 for interaction (m=3.28), .63 for browsing (m=3.87) and .61 for
broadcasting (m=3.31), respectively. Cronbach’s α values for mimicry consumption (m=2.82) and
subjective well-being (m=3.42) were .90 and .94, respectively. Exploratory factor analysis using
principle components with varimax rotation were used to identify the dimensions of belongingness.
Two factors of belongingness were identified: social connectedness (m=3.34; Cronbach’s α = 92.) and
social assurance (m=3.01; Cronbach’s α = .94).

Correlation analyses were used in this study to examine the relations among the variables-Instagram
activities (interaction, browsing, and broadcasting), social connectedness, social assurance, subjective
well-being, and intentional mimicry consumption. As displayed in the table below, the results showed
that Instagram interaction was significantly correlated with Instagram broadcasting, social
connectedness, social assurance, and subjective well-being. Also, Instagram browsing was
significantly correlated with Instagram broadcasting, social assurance, and mimicry consumption.
However, it was not significantly correlated with social connectedness and subjective well-being.
Instagram broadcasting was significantly correlated with social connectedness, social assurance,
subjective well-being, and mimicry consumption. Also, social connectedness was significantly
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correlated with social assurance, subjective well- being, and mimicry consumption. Subjective wellbeing was correlated with mimicry consumption. Lastly, subjective well-being was correlated with
mimicry consumption.

To sum up, all variables of the current study, except for Instagram browsing, were positively and
significantly correlated. However, only Instagram browsing was not related to Instagram interaction,
social connectedness, and subjective well-being. The findings of the present study offer implications
that, today, interaction and communication through social media play a critical role in consumers’
well-being and consumption behavior.

Correlation analysis results

V1: Instagram Interaction
V2: Instagram Browsing

V1
1.00
.024

V3: Instagram Broadcasting

0.473**

V4: Social Connectedness
V5: Social Assurance
V6: Subjective well-being
V7: Intentional Mimicry Consumption

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

1.00
0.222**

1.00

0.337**

0.037

0.275**

1.00

0.362**
0.397**
0.469**

0.157*
0.008
0.137*

0.298**
0.227**
0.310**

0.660**
0.714**
0.465**

** Significant at P < 0.01
*Significant at P <0.05
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1.00
0.542**
0.526**

1.00
0.475**

1.00
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Global sales for the activewear market is predicted to rise from $197 billion in 2007 to over $350
billion by 2020 (Trefis Team, 2016). This segment is expected to see growth in the coming years
(Sherman, 2014). Based on this industry trend, this study aimed to explore the reasons why college
students wear activewear clothing and see if there was a relation between college
students (n=42) who wore activewear clothing and their work-out habits. Results showed that
69% were extremely satisfied to somewhat satisfied with their bodies when they wore activewear
clothing.

Activewear or the ‘Athleisure’ trend has become popular in recent years and has won an entry into the
Merriam-Webster dictionary, which defines it as “casual clothing meant to be worn both for exercising
and for general use.” Global sales for this market is predicted to rise from $197 billion in 2007 to over
$350 billion by 2020 (Trefis Team, 2016). The activewear segment has outpaced the growth of other
traditional clothing categories and is expected to see tremendous growth in the coming years
(Sherman, 2014). According to Patrick and Xu (2018), there is a growing health awareness and the
trend for fitness clothing market has been substantially growing as well.

According to Center for Disease Control (2016), 70.7% of Americans are considered either overweight
or obese and according to National Institute of Mental Health (2016), 1 in 5 Americans report living
with mental illness. These trends in health coincide with the rising popularity of Athleisure clothing.
The Athleisure wear industry increased “17% to $9.6 billion in sales in the past year” (Cheng, 2018).
The sales of Athleisure merchandise have been on an upward trend for the past several years.
Athleisure merchandise consists of leggings, shorts, and joggers which is now a $1 billion industry
alone (Cheng, 2018). In tandem, with the rise in the athleisure apparel, Americans are increasingly
trying to be fit by joining gyms, watching their caloric intake, going on juice cleanses, and tracking
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exercise through the latest technological advances in watches. Are these trends indicating a shift in
Americans lifestyle?

In 2012, Adam & Galinsky introduced the term “Enclothed Cognition” to describe the systematic
influence clothes have on the wearer’s psychology. An Enclothed cognition perspective has the
potential not only to extend and explain prior research findings, but to also stimulate future research on
the impact of clothing and cognitive process. Extending the enclothed cognition perspective, will
researchers be able to answer if wearing Athleisure clothes make people feel more fit and healthy? Do
people wear athleisure clothing even if they are not planning to work out? Based on these trends and
existing research, this study aimed to answer the following exploratory research questions.

Research Questions:
RQ1: What percentage of college students who wear Athleisure clothes plan to go to the gym or work
out?
RQ2: How satisfied do college students feel about their bodies when they wear Athleisure clothes?
RQ3: How satisfied do college students feel when they wear Ready-To-Wear (RTW) clothes for
business casual occasions?
RQ4: What are some of the reasons college students wear Athleisure clothes? RQ5: What percentage
of college students have their desired ideal bodies?

Methods:
A special topics course on Athleisure wear was developed in a Southeastern University during the Fall
2018 semester. As part of the assignment for the course, students (n=42) enrolled in the course
answered the above questions as part of their class assignment. Simple frequencies, bar charts and
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qualitative analysis was used to answer the research questions. Discrepancy for Ideal body and current
body was measured by asking students to select ideal and current body image using a Stunkard Figure
Rating Scale (1983).

Results and Discussions:
Results of the study showed that 33.3% (14/42) did not plan to work out or go to the gym when they
were wearing athleisure clothes. For the question, how satisfied do you feel about your body
when you wear athleisure wear clothing, 69% were extremely to somewhat satisfied, 29% were
satisfied, and 2% were extremely to mostly Unsatisfied. Responses to the question, how satisfied are
you with your bodies when you wear RTW clothes for business or casual wear, 66% were extremely to
somewhat satisfied, 26% were satisfied and 8% were extremely to mostly unsatisfied. Overall students
felt more satisfied with their bodies when they wore athleisure clothes. Some of the reasons students
mentioned for wearing athlesiure clothing were: comfort, feeling motivated to stay healthy, feeling
healthier, skinnier and more attractive, feeling comfortable in own body, ease and comfort, motivated
to go to the gym, feeling fit and healthier, feeling stronger, mindset of “gym time”, feeling more
attractive, making healthy food choices, feeling more put together than sweats, convenience and
comfort. Student responses for wearing athlesiure clothing indicate that enclothed cognition has an
impact on why some of the students choose to wear athleisure clothing. For the responses to
Stunkard’s figure rating scale only 38% of the students selected their ideal and current bodies the
same, hence only 38 % of the students were happy with their current bodies.
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Further Studies and Recommendations:
Based on the results of the sample, it seems this trend is here to stay as it relates to the core American
values of: being active, staying healthy and fit, and looking youthful. This trend is gaining popularity
in a time where 70% of Americans are considered overweight or obese, as
well as, one in five Americans are living with a mental illness. Is there a relationship between the
importance placed on overall wellness and clothing choices of people in a society? Further
studies on a bigger sample size are needed to explore the relationship between different variables and
this trend. It will also be interesting to see the time college students spend on social media and it’s
impact on body image satisfaction/ dissatisfaction. Further studies can also explore the
relationship between the choice of wearing athleisure wear, exercise habits, and body image. Use of
athleisure clothing in everyday settings is a recent growing trend. Published scholarly articles on this
research topic is very limited.
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Abstract
Despite the urgency of protecting the environment, unsustainable apparel consumption prevails. Given
culture is pivotal in encouraging sustainability, could a connection with indigenous cultural values
encourage intentions toward sustainable apparel consumption? Would environmental concern and
attitude toward slow fashion mediate the aforementioned relationship? Could gender influence these
relationships? The purpose of the present conceptual study is to propose a model delineating the
relationship between consumers’ connection with indigenous cultural values, environmental concern,
attitude toward slow fashion, and intentions toward sustainable apparel consumption and how gender
may influence these relationships. Theoretical and marketing implications of the conceptual model are
suggested.

Purpose
Since ancient times, man had a connection with nature by the virtue of cultural values, folklores,
scriptures, and religious rituals (Greenberg, 2015). Even before the inception of religious sects, man
worshipped nature within an umbrella of pantheism (i.e., identifying God with universe and its
creations) (Mellert, 1999). With time, different religions were formed; however, the religions
converged to the idea of nature veneration. Even today, the cultural values of Hinduism, Christianity,
Islam, Judaism, Buddhism, and Judaeo-Christianity reflect the importance of worshipping and
protecting nature (Bintley, 2016; Cusack, 2018; Dafni, 2006; Dafni, 2007; Garreau, 2010; Haberman,
2010; Hestmark, 2000; McDonald, 2018). However, consumerism has severely affected nature. Textile
waste alone contributed to 10.5 million tons of municipal solid waste (MSW) in 2015 that formed
7.6% of total landfilled MSW in the U.S. (Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). Around 70
pounds of clothing is discarded annually by a U.S. citizen (Feitelberg, 2018). While slow fashion (i.e.,
slow consumption and production) aids in sustainability, consumers’ need for style and self-expression
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leads to unsustainable apparel consumption (Harris, Roby, & Dibb, 2016; McNeill & Moore, 2015).
Moreover, as sustainable consumption is perceived as feminine, male consumers further refrain from
sustainable consumption (Brough, Wilkie, Ma, Isaac, & Gal, 2016; D’Souza, Gilmore, Hartmann,
Ibanez, & Sullivan-Mort, 2015). How then sustainable apparel consumption be encouraged? Studies
have suggested that culture plays a pivotal role in attaining sustainability (Garreau, 2010; Haberman,
2010). Can a connection with indigenous cultural values help attain sustainability in apparel
consumption too?

Despite the discernable connection between culture and act of protecting nature (Garreau, 2010;
Haberman, 2010), there is dearth of conceptual models on how a connection with indigenous cultural
values can translate into intentions for sustainable apparel consumption. Therefore, the purpose of the
present study is to propose a conceptual model (see figure 1) delineating i) the relationship between
connection with indigenous cultural values and intention toward sustainable apparel consumption; (ii)
the mediating role of environmental concern in the relationship between connection with indigenous
cultural values and intentions toward sustainable apparel consumption; (iii) the mediating role of
attitude toward slow fashion in the relationship between connection with indigenous cultural values
and intentions toward sustainable apparel consumption; (iv) the moderating role of gender in the
relationship between environmental concern and intentions toward sustainable apparel consumption;
(v) the moderating role of gender in the relationship between attitude toward slow fashion and
intentions toward sustainable apparel consumption.
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Theory, Literature, and Propositions

Theoretical Framework: Value-Attitude-Behavior (VAB) Hierarchy

The present study uses the theoretical framework of Value-Attitude-Behavior (VAB; Homer & Kahle,
1988) in proposing the conceptual model. VAB hierarchy posits that individuals’ attitude mediates the
relationship between values and behavior (Homer & Kahle, 1988). In the present study, VAB
hierarchy is used to explain the mechanism behind developing the propositions with the mediating role
of concern for environment and attitude toward slow fashion in the relationship between connection
with indigenous cultural values and intentions for sustainable apparel consumption.

Mediating Role of Concern for Environment in the Relationship between Connection with
Indigenous Cultural Values and Intention toward Sustainable Apparel Consumption
As indigenous cultural values are ingrained with the idea of nature veneration universally, people
highly connected with their cultural values will have high concern for their respective culturally
represented sacred elements of nature (e.g., trees, animals, rivers, etc.) (Dafni, 2006; Dafni, 2007;
Fowler-Smith, 2018; Garreau, 2010; Haberman, 2010; Haberman, 2017; Hiebert, 2001; Keswani,
2017; Mellert, 1999; Sabharathnam, 2009). As such, these people who are highly connected with their
cultural values are expected to protect nature by the virtue of cultural belief systems, rituals, rites, and
social interactions (Fowler-Smith, 2018; Garreau, 2010; Haberman, 2010; Haberman, 2017; Hiebert,
2001; Mellert, 1999; Sabharathnam, 2009). As attitude toward environment positively influences
concern for environment (Ghazali et al., 2018), people highly connected with their indigenous cultural
values are expected to have high concern for environment. Also, when people perceive nature as self,
they cease to see themselves as the end-users of products and become contributors to nature,
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translating into sustainable consumption (Johnson et al., 2017; Perera & Hewege, 2018). Therefore,
when consumers are highly connected to their cultural values, they should have a high propensity to
perceive themselves as an integral part and contributor of nature, begetting sustainable consumption
behavior. For example, tree veneration influences the eco-conscious responses (Fowler-Smith, 2018;
Greenberg 2015; Haberman, 2010; Haberman, 2017). As pro-environmental moral norms about how
apparel consumption can negatively impact environment engenders sustainable apparel consumption
(Taljaard et al., 2018), consumers highly connected to their cultural values should have high intentions
for sustainable apparel consumption.

Further, when people have high self-transcendence, they can even choose to protect environment
compromising their own needs to become one with God (Johnson et al., 2017; Perera & Hewege,
2018) or to attain self-fulfillment (Fraj & Martinez, 2006; Pekkanen et al., 2018). These people can
have high positive attitude toward sustainable apparel and pro-environmental values (Kim et al., 2016).
They often manifest positive attitude toward circular fashion (Vehmas et al., 2018), engage in clothing
donations (Joung & Park-Poaps, 2013), or refrain from purchasing apparel when they have high
environmental concerns (Hwang et al., 2016). Religiosity in particular, can motivate consumers to
consume sustainably, pay premium price, (Hwang, 2018), and engage in green purchase intentions
(Ghazali et al., 2018). Therefore, based on these findings and VAB hierarchy, the following
propositions are developed:
P1: Connection with indigenous cultural values positively influences intention toward sustainable
apparel consumption.
P2: Concern for environment mediates the relationship between connection with indigenous cultural
values and intentions toward sustainable apparel consumption.
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Mediating Role of Attitude toward Slow Fashion in the Relationship between Connection with
Indigenous Cultural Values and Intention toward Sustainable Apparel Consumption
A strong connection to indigenous cultural values implies an individual’s perceived importance for
traditions, moral values, localism, and love for nature (Cusack, 2018; Dafni, 2006; Dafni, 2007;
Haberman, 2010; Hiebert, 2001; Keswani, 2017; McDonald, 2018). Slow fashion too, incorporates the
elements of tradition, moral values, localism, and sustainability (Jung & Jin, 2014). Therefore, it could
be expected that a strong connection with indigenous cultural values will positively relate to the
attitude toward slow fashion, which incorporates similar values about traditions, morality, localism,
and sustainability. For example, indigenous cultural values revolve around worshiping local
plants/animals/river, etc. through traditional rituals and rites (Dafni, 2006; Dafni, 2007; Das &
Tamminga, 2012; Sengupta, 2010). As such, it could be expected that a strong connection to
indigenous culture could facilitate relating with local and traditional craftmanship more readily,
thereby aiding toward slow fashion. Further, slow fashion thrives on slow production and consumption
thereby minimizing exploitation of natural resources (Jung & Jin, 2014). It resonates with indigenous
cultural values that encourage self-transcendence and identification of oneself indistinguishable from
nature, protector of nature, and contributor to nature, while discouraging exploiting nature for
individual benefit (Johnson et al., 2017; Perera & Hewege, 2018). Such values can translate into
sustainable consumption. For example, some consumers can sacrifice their need for self-expression
and engage in need-based apparel consumption practices (McNeill & Moore, 2015). Therefore, based
on these findings and VAB hierarchy, the following proposition is developed:
P3: Attitude toward slow fashion mediates the relationship between connection with indigenous
cultural values and intention toward sustainable apparel consumption.
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Moderating role of Gender in the Relationship between Concern for Environment, Attitude
toward Slow Fashion, and Intention toward Sustainable Apparel Consumption
Nature is perceived as female (Mellert, 1999). The concepts of environmental protection, greenness,
and sustainable consumption is perceived as feminine (Brough et al., 2016; Cho et al., 2015; Luchs &
Mooradian, 2011; Pinto, Herter, Rossi, & Borges, 2014). Also, female consumers’ higher
environmental ethics and concern makes their propensity to consume sustainably higher than male
consumers (Bulut et al., 2017). Interestingly, male consumers’ willingness to pay higher for
sustainable products could be high when their environmental concern and knowledge are high, as long
as the brand image or the products are not explicitly attached with sustainability. It implies male
consumers refrain from sustainable consumption for gender-identity maintenance (Brough et al.,
2016). As slow fashion is perceived as sustainable too (Cataldi et al., 2010; Clark, 2008; Jung & Jin,
2014, Jung & Jin, 2016), it could be expected that female consumers’ attitude toward slow fashion
would be more positive than male consumers. Based on these findings, the following proposition is
developed:
P4: The positive influence of (P4a) concern for environment on intention toward sustainable apparel
consumption and (P4b) attitude toward slow fashion on intention toward sustainable apparel
consumption will be stronger for female consumers as compared to male consumers.
Based on the propositions mentioned above, the following conceptual model is proposed (Figure 1):
+P1
Gender
P4a P4b
Concern for environment
Connection with
indigenous cultural values

+P2a
+P3a

Value

Attitude toward slow
fashion
Attitude

+P2b

Intention toward sustainable
apparel consumption

+P3b
Behavior

Figure 1. Conceptual model.
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Significance/Implications of the Study
In terms of the theoretical implications, the proposed conceptual model fills important gaps in the
literature pertaining to the relationships between connection with indigenous cultural values,
environmental concern, slow fashion, and intention toward sustainable apparel consumption. Further,
sustainability messages are often ineffective in bridging the gap between pro-environmental attitude
and behavior, when male consumers do not identify their gender with it (Brough et al., 2016) or when
consumers perceive the messages as green washing (i.e., skepticism about the veracity of green claims;
Magnier & Schoorman, 2015). Therefore, in terms of the marketing implications, the proposed
conceptual model will help in devising advertising messages by masking explicit sustainable messages
with indigenous cultural values of consumers, which essentially talks about sustainability (e.g., nature
veneration) but with a different sentiment. This could help in encouraging intention toward sustainable
apparel consumption by targeting consumers’ cultural value related sentiments.
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Introduction
Fast fashion has been a very prominent component of the fashion industry throughout the past few
decades. Recently, however, the downsides of the fast fashion model have been brought to light and, as
a result, consumers are beginning to shy away from these kinds of shopping habits. It has become
apparent that fast fashion is not economically efficient for the consumer in the long run and non-ethical
in terms of sustainability (Fletcher, 2007). The recent downfall of fast fashion has paved the way for a
new, upcoming popular fashion trend: slow fashion. Slow fashion strives to create a more sustainable,
economical, and ethical fashion movement based on the areas where fast fashion has failed. This new
movement strives to follow more sustainable fashion trends, rather than quick-changing fads (Fletcher,
2007). In today's market, we have seen growing popularity within various slow fashion routes, such as
shopping from second-hand and vintage stores, upcycling old clothes, and purchasing sustainably
made clothes. All of these methods work towards creating a more sustainable fashion cycle by
reducing waste and promoting ethical practices.

As we are becoming more aware of our negative effects on the environment, our society is feeling the
pressure to live a more eco-friendly lifestyle (Gericke, Pauw, Berglund, & Olsson,
2017). Being environmentally conscious has become a popular trend throughout all lifestyle choices,
and slow fashion gives consumers the ability to apply these ideologies to their apparel choices
(Fletcher, 2007). It is apparent that today’s consumers hold a variety of different values that draw them
to slow fashion, whether it be sustainability, ethics, economics, or orientation to fashion (Jung & Jin,
2014). Likewise, the way a consumer chooses to participate in slow fashion also varies. Particular
consumer values lead to favor in slow fashion, and favor in slow fashion leads to particular consumer
behaviors.
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Understanding how these consumer values and behaviors are related to slow fashion within the
Generation Z and Millennial demographics is the primary topic of research in this study. By evaluating
which behaviors are most common and preferred amongst this particular market, we can determine the
most effective way to implement slow fashion into the industry. This study aims to examine Gen Z and
Millennial consumers’ 1) orientation to slow fashion, 2) level of sustainability consciousness through
the lenses of sustainability knowingness, attitudes and behaviors, 3) and slow fashion behaviors. This
study also investigates how consumer orientation to slow fashion, sustainability consciousness, and
slow fashion behaviors are related.

Research Methodology and Results

Data was collected from a convenience sample of both male and female undergraduate and graduate
students aged between 18 and 40 at a large southeastern university in the United States. A structured
online survey was created using Qualtrics and distributed through the university e- mail with their
email-ids. Survey participants were asked questions measuring their slow fashion behaviors,
orientation to slow fashion, and level of sustainability consciousness (sustainability knowingness,
attitudes, and behaviors). A total of 1855 responses were used in the data analysis from the sample
participants who completed the survey. The majority of the respondents were female (73.7%) and age
between 18 and 24 (76.3%) who are falling under Gen Z. The reliability coefficient of Cronbach’s α
was examined to ensure an acceptable level of internal consistency of each scale. The Cronbach’s α for
each variable revealed that .66 for slow fashion behaviors (m = 2.74), .84 for orientation to slow
fashion (m = 3.16), .93 for sustainability knowingness (m = 4.18), .91 for sustainability attitudes (m =
4.28), and .80 for sustainability behaviors (m = 3.41).
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Exploratory factor analyses using principle components with varimax rotation were used to identify
dimensions for each variable of the study. The factor analyses results showed that the slow fashion
behavior contains only one constructs with Cronbach’s α of .74 and the orientation to slow fashion has
three constructs: equity (Cronbach’s α = .92), exclusivity (Cronbach’s α = .83), and localism
(Cronbach’s α = .82). Sustainability knowingness consisted of two factors: socio-economic
knowingness (Cronbach’s α = .92) and environmental knowingness (Cronbach’s α = .85) and
sustainability attitude consisted of two factors: environmental attitude (Cronbach’s α = .88) and socioeconomic attitude (Cronbach’s α = .82). Sustainability behavior showed three factors: environmental
behavior (Cronbach’s α = .74), social behavior (Cronbach’s α = .70) and organizational behavior
(Cronbach’s α = .60).

Correlation analyses were used to examine the relations among the variables identified in this study.
As displayed in the table below, the results revealed that environmental knowingness was significantly
correlated with socio-economic knowingness, two constructs in sustainability attitude (environmental
& socio-economic), three constructs in sustainability behavior (environmental, social, &
organizational), two constructs of slow fashion orientation (equity & localism), and slow fashion
behavior. However, it was not significantly correlated with exclusivity in slow fashion orientation.
Unlike environmental knowingness, socio-economic knowingness was significantly correlated with all
of the variables included in the study.

Environmental attitude was significantly correlated with socio-economic attitude, behavior
(environmental, social, & organizational), equity in slow fashion orientation and slow fashion
behavior. However, it was not significantly correlated with the other two constructs of slow fashion
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orientation. Unlike the environmental attitude, socio-economic attitude was significantly correlated
with all of the variables included in the study.

Environmental behavior was significantly correlated with social and organizational sustainability
behavior, two slow fashion orientation constructs (equity & localism), and slow fashion behavior.
However, it was not significantly correlated with the exclusivity dimension of slow fashion orientation.
Social sustainability behavior was significantly correlated with organizational behavior, equity and
localism dimensions of slow fashion orientation, and slow fashion behavior. However, it was not
significantly correlated with exclusivity. Organizational sustainability behavior was significantly
correlated with all three constructs of slow fashion orientation and slow fashion behavior. The equity
dimension of slow fashion orientation was significantly correlated with other two constructs in slow
fashion orientation (exclusivity & localism) and with slow fashion behavior. Exclusivity was positively
correlated with localism in slow fashion orientation and slow fashion behavior, and localism was
significantly correlated with slow fashion behavior.
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Correlation Analysis Table.
Knowingness V1: Environmental
V2: SocioEconomic
Attitude

V3: Environmental
V4: SocioEconomic
Behavior
V5: Enviornmnetal
V6: Social
V7: Organizational
Slow Fashion V8: Equity
Orientation
V9: Exclusivity
V10: Localism
Slow Fashion V11: Slow Fashion Behavior

V1
1.00
.584**

V2

.685**
.596**
.398**
.270**
.205**
.418**
.036
.107**
.321**

.585**
.690**
.322**
.340**
.267**
.406**
.153**
.154**
.298**

V3

V4

V5

V6

1.00
.658**
.407**
.230**
.273**
.420**
.041
.014
.314**

1.00
.336**
.427**
.265**
.351**
.070**
.101**
.266**

1.00
.220**
.402**
.476**
.030
.193**
.431**

1.00
.189**
.183**
.012
.097**
.158**

V7

V8

V9

V10

V11

1.00

** Significant at P < 0.01
*Significant at P <0.05
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1.00
.380**
1.00
.125** .141**
1.00
.172** .287** .234**
1.00
.301** .526** .158** .239** 1.00

Track 4: Local, Global Retailing and
Entrepreneurship
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Introduction
Economy development strives to create more diverse and vibrant businesses and to sustain economic
growth. The cultural-related entrepreneurship establishes a growing source of employment and
economic development. The fashion industry with a focus on culturally creative and diverse products,
as well as leveraging locally produced agricultural products, has great potential to cultivate Micro and
Small Enterprises (MSEs). Although the population of fashion entrepreneurs has been increasing
notably, many new business ventures are still having difficulties in the start-up stage and struggling to
develop practical strategies to grow their businesses. To facilitate the development of fashion
entrepreneurs, the necessary skills and capacity for an individual fashion entrepreneur should be
identified to grow and run a small fashion business, therefore, business incubation services can support
them better than before.

Having a belief that one has the ability to succeed is crucial in any task. Self-efficacy is the term used
to explain this belief (BarNir, Watson, & Hutchins, 2011). Self-efficacy has been found to be
positively correlated with academic success (Multon, Brown, & Lent, 1991) and with maintenance
exercise (McAuley, 1993). A previous study has developed a construct for entrepreneurship selfefficacy to test whether an individual’s belief in which individual can perform the tasks that are needed
to operate a business (McGee et al., 2009) has an impact on entrepreneurial action, intent, and varying
other behaviors.

Recently, scholars have started calling for specific research on industry-domain-based
entrepreneurship. However, the extant literature lacks fashion domain-based entrepreneurship research.
As Richardson noted (1996), “fashion apparel is a highly competitive business where product life is
short and differentiation advantages are built on brand image and product styling that can be quickly
imitated” (p. 400). Researching fashion domain-based entrepreneurship is critical to advocate fashion
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entrepreneurship. Therefore, the purpose of this research is toconceptualize fashion entrepreneurship
self-efficacy, a potential attribute supporting the success of fashion entrepreneurs.

Literature review and conceptual framework
Different from other business areas, the fashion industry is always viewed as an industry that
innovation is highly involved because as fashion trend changes frequently and consumers always
demand new and innovative products in the market (Pasquinelli, 2012). Product design and
development, business management and product manufacturing knowledge are all involved in the
success of fashion entrepreneurship (Rao, 2017). Shi et al. (2012) found that the absence of these skills
that are required in the operation of the fashion business has caused a higher failure rate. Pursuing
entrepreneurship in the fashion industry requires strong self-efficacy because fashion changes
frequently and there is always a demand for new and unique fashion products. Solely having the
enthusiasm and desire to pursue fashion entrepreneurship is not enough. According to Unay and Zehir,
(2012), in addition to creativity and innovation, the fashion business also needs entrepreneurs to have
sophisticated managerial skills. Before starting the fashion business, it is necessary to evaluate one’s
ability whether or not it is a feasible option. Previously, Zhao et al. (2005) incorporated various aspects
of entrepreneurship, i.e. finding novel business opportunities, product innovation, creatively thinking,
and implementing the new idea, to measure entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy. An entrepreneur is expected
to be a risk-taker, innovator, relation builder, as well as a goal achiever (Chen et al., 1998). To this end,
five factors of entrepreneurship are emerged, including marketing, innovation, financial control,
management, and risk-taking.

Perseverance of effort reflects the degree to which people will keep doing without giving up when
meeting difficulties and problems during the operation of the business. Inevitably, risks and challenges
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exist in any business. The level of effort, length of perseverance, resistance to face an obstacle, risk,
adversity, or failure, are also influenced by self-efficacy. Therefore, the perseverance of effort is
related to our internal control. In a new business venture, entrepreneurs will be
concerned about how sustainably they drive the required energy to cope with the challenges of
establishing, managing, and prosper the business (Kristiansen & Indarti, 2004).

Marketing and planning refer to the ability to introduce promote the brand and merchandise in the
market. It may also include identifying/recognizing new opportunities in the market. The current
fashion industry is competitive and it is hard to forecast consumers’ preferences, to meet sales goal and
establish a position in the market becomes more critical for a fashion business.
Having a practical market planning and strategy will increase the possibility for the business to
succeed. Such skills include estimating customer demand, determining a competitive price for a new
product, developing a new product marketing campaign, and so forth.

Financial implementing refers to the ability to manage finance and obtaining funding for the operation
of the business. It is the confidence of an entrepreneur to organize, finance, and manage his financial
assets. To make a profit is the goal for all entrepreneurs. They need to know how to manage the
financial issues in the running of the business and to ensure healthy cash flow. McGee et al.’s (2009)
model emerges implementing a financial construct that includes an entrepreneur’s responsibility to
take the financial risk and run the business. Financing a new venture is a great challenge to an
entrepreneur. The ability to manage finance and obtaining funding for the business keeps an
entrepreneur ahead to become successful.
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Product assortment and development refers to the ability to handle and manage fashion items in the
operation of the business. A fashion entrepreneur’s concept and application of fashion product quality,
its developmental process, and integration of consumer feedback strive towards the success of the
fashion business. The product development process involves steps transforming an idea into a product,
which is critical to a new business venture. Innovative methods and resources are required in the textile
and fashion businesses to differentiate from others and to enhance the product development process
(McKinsey & Company, 2017). Especially trends are the major influences in the fashion business.
Buying the right merchandise and keep the right amount of inventory are the most challenging tasks in
running the fashion business. Having too much of an item can lead to bad stock and loss of profits. The
capability of dealing with various risks and challenges related to inventory management is crucial for a
fashion entrepreneur. Making adjustments on product specifications before placing the order according
to the need of the target consumer can help to reduce the operating expenses and costs associated with
product return and subsequent loss of customers (Ghaani Farashahi, 2019).

Innovation and creativity refer to the ability to use the imagination or original ideas in the
merchandise development. Innovation adds significant value in products and services that a customer
requires by identifying new ways and new processes of doing things, however, the customer may not
identify the innovation (Kellogg et al., 2002). An entrepreneur has to understand the process and
product innovation where it is a common practice for successful companies (Hisrich, 2004). Gerber
(2011) describes self-efficacy for innovation as a person’s belief associated with that person’s ability in
accomplishing necessary tasks for innovating. Fashion entrepreneurs who are also the designers need
to have the ability to use the inspiration and envision to explore what garment can be constructed out
of certain fabric, and what body should look best in it. The fashion industry essentially works on future
trends and innovation is a key characteristic of this industry (Okonkwo, 2007). Overall, a higher degree
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of innovativeness helps fashion entrepreneurs to achieve higher performance by competitive advantage
(Ünay & Zehir, 2012).

Discussion

According to literature, five domains were categorized to characterize the fashion entrepreneurship
self-efficacy: perseverance of effort, marketing and planning, financial implementing, product
assortment and development, innovation and creativity. It is clear that the major predictor of
entrepreneurial interest or intention is entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Future quantitative research will be
conducted to evaluate the five categories concerning fashion entrepreneurship self-efficacy.
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The purpose of this study is to identify the recent industry trends in M&A activity among public firms
in the U.S. apparel retail industry between 2000 and 2018. More specifically, this study examines the
impact of diversifying and technology-driven M&As on the acquiring firm’s financial profitability and
operating efficiency.

Keywords: mergers and acquisitions, industry diversification, technology acquisition, U.S. apparel
retail industry, corporate strategy

Background and Objective: Since 2000, the apparel retail industry experienced significant
growth and consistently ranked among the top industry groups for M&A activity in the United States
in both the number and dollar value of transactions (Hogan et al., 2015). In fact, the value of global
Apparel M&A transactions in 2018 totaled 3.4 billion U.S. dollars and is expected to continue to
increase in 2019 (Duff & Phelps LLC., 2019). In addition, an increasing number of U.S. firms are
strategically acquiring companies in different industries to broaden their business portfolio and
acquiring new technologies through M&As to gain a competitive advantage in the global market. The
purpose of this study is to identify the recent industry trends in M&A activity among public firms in
the U.S. apparel retail industry between 2000 and 2018. More specifically, this study examines the
impact of diversifying and technology-driven M&As on the acquiring firm’s financial profitability and
operating efficiency.

Literature Review: Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) have been studied extensively in the field
of finance and economics for many years, however, the financial outcomes of M&As remain unclear to
academic researchers (Andrade, Mitchell, & Stafford, 2001). While one academic perspective argues
that diversifying M&As generate a ‘diversification premium’ which create synergies between the two
companies and generate competitive advantage, the opposing perspective argues that diversifying
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M&As generate a ‘diversification discount’ and contribute to the value loss for the acquiring firms
(Cartwright & Schoenberg, 2006; Larsson & Finkelstein, 1999; Lubatkin, 1987; Ravenscraft &
Scherer, 1989). Similarly, t insight into the outcomes of technology-driven M&As among retailers
remains underexplored from an academic perspective. To address this shortcoming, this study
examines the manner that U.S. apparel retail firms respond to M&As in two different situations,
industry diversification and technology acquisition.

Data and Methods: Two financial databases are accessed for the purpose of this study, Thomson
One Banker’s SDC Platinum and Compustat. Thomson One Banker’s SDC Platinum database provides
M&A related information and Compustat provides annual reports for U.S. apparel retail firms. The
M&A cases are selected based on the following criteria: 1) the acquiring firm must be a U.S. public
firm, 2) the acquiring firm must own less than fifty percent of the target firm prior to the M&A, and
own more than fifty percent of the target firm following the M&A, 3) the acquiring firm must fall
within ‘clothing and clothing accessories stores’ NAICS (North American Industry Classification
System) codes (448000-448999). The initial sample includes 155 M&A transactions in the U.S.
apparel retail industry between 2000 and 2018. For industry diversification analysis, M&A transactions
are classified as diversification M&As if the target firm’s primary NAICS code is not from ‘clothing
and clothing accessories stores’ (448000-448999) or apparel manufacturing related codes. For
technology acquisition analysis, M&A transactions are classified as technology-driven M&As if the
target firm has one or more patents within the five-year period prior to the M&A announcement date.
Then, the study contrasts non- diversifying vs. diversifying and non-technology driven vs. technologydriven M&As based on the following variables: target firm country of origin, organization type, total
value of transaction, deal attitude, and consideration type. The study employs t-tests and chi-squares to
measure the differences in diversifying versus non-diversifying M&A transactions and technology-
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driven versus non-technology-driven M&A transactions for continuously measured variables and
nominal variables, respectively. For financial profitability and operating efficiency analysis, two
separate period windows are constructed to compare pre and post M&A performance: five years before
(pre-M&A) and five years after (post-M&A) the M&A announcement date. Financial profitability
variables include ROA, ROE, & operating cash flows and operating efficiency variables include total
asset turnover, fixed capital expenditures, R&D expenditures SG&A expenditures.

Results and discussion: The result suggests that the number of M&A activities in the U.S.
apparel retail industry significantly increased after 2000. Among the 155 M&A transactions
between 2000 and 2018, 53 transactions (34%) are classified as diversifying M&As and 102
transactions (66%) are classified as non-diversifying M&As. Among the diversifying cases,
apparel retail firms acquired firms from publishing, internet software & IT services, healthcare
equipment & supplies, and other retail industries. The
results also indicate that both financial profitability and
operating efficiency measures of acquiring firms under
both M&A types (diversifying and non-diversifying)
experienced statistically significant declines following the
M&A announcement (p< 0.001). Therefore, the result of
this study supports the theoretical position of
‘diversification discount’ from the literature. The possible
explanations for the financial declines following the M&A include the managerial difficulties
which can arise from different languages, corporate culture, accounting policies or legal systems
(Harrison, Hitt, Hoskisson, & Ireland, 1991; Hoskisson, Hitt, & Hill, 1991).
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Implications and future research: The findings of this study contribute to the existing literature
by identifying recent trends in M&A activity in the U.S. apparel retail industry and subsequent
financial impact on acquiring firms by among industry diversification and technology acquisition
M&As. This study suggests that M&As are a popular strategy for business development and
technology integration among U.S. apparel retail firms, despite empirical evidence of negative
financial outcomes. Future research can enhance understanding of this outcome by applying in- depth
qualitative approaches such as case studies to develop an understanding comprehensive framework for
the potential drivers of financial declines in profitability and operating efficiency. Also, additional
attention to the effect of diversification M&As on the acquiring firm’s stock performance can shed
light on the impact of these activities within the industry.
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Abstract: The purpose of this conceptual abstract is to gain a strong understanding of stimulants and
cues that minority customers are drawn to and impacted by when deciding if the mall is the right place
to spend time and shop. There is a lack of attention as it pertains to mall patronage and minority
groups. More than ever before the customer is faced with a plethora of choices as it relates to shopping.
The shift in the population will also dictate consumption trends. Mall developers and retailers must
view these changes as an opportunity to innovate their current business strategies.

Significance of the Concept

In a report by the US Department of Commerce, the US population will reach 400 million by 2051. By
2044, more than half of all Americans will belong to a minority group, and by 2060 nearly 1 in 5
people in the United States will be foreign born (Colby & Ortman, 2015). From
1970 to 2017 there was a surge in mall development throughout the United States and as of 2017, there
are 116,000 malls. This is an increase of 287% since 1970 (O’Connell., 2019). However, since 2009,
there has been a decline in the vacancy rate of malls by about 8% (Im & Ha, 2011).
In 2019, the vacancy rate has climbed to an average of 13%, and the predictions for the future remain
with double digit vacancies (Rudden, 2019).

The purpose of this conceptual abstract is to gain a strong understanding of stimulants and cues that
minority customers are drawn to and impacted by when deciding if the mall is the right place to spend
time and shop. There is a lack of attention as it pertains to mall patronage and minority groups. More
than ever before the customer is faced with a plethora of choices as it relates to shopping. The shift in
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the population will also dictate consumption trends. Mall developers, mall management and retailers
must view these changes as an opportunity to innovate their current business strategies.

Synthesis of Relevant Facts, Data and Literature

Khan & Choudary (2014) focus on Bitner (2002) that the ambiance of the physical area or
servicescapes has a direct impact on the consumer’s behaviors. In an article by Bitner (1992), she
mentions that managers are constantly looking to change up the physical surroundings but do not have
a full understanding of the implications. The desire to change can be associated with the demands of
the retail industry/marketplace. Bitner (1992) refers to the physical store as a factory because it is
where the customer experiences service. The time frame that the customer is in the store is important
because there are several cues. Spatial layout is an environmental cue and can impact a customer’s
decisions and expectations (Baker et al., 2002). These cues play an important role by influencing the
consumer’s perception of the organization’s image and can ultimately influence their satisfaction
(Bitner 1992). Using Bitner’s study as a foundation, the concept of the organization’s environment is
tangible and the implications could be correlated to financial outcome, negative or positive, as well as,
increased foot traffic and patronage.

Mehrabian and Russell (1974) focus on the PAD model, pleasure, arousal, and dominance along with
the SOR model and serve as a backdrop for the following articles. The study by Donovan and Rossiter
(1982) researches the impact of the emotional state, pleasure and arousal and place practical value on
their study from the retailer’s perspective. If retailers can better understand the impact of
environmental changes and shopping behavior than retail management can execute plans that are more
aligned with consumer preferences, create a larger return on investment, and establish customer
loyalty. By testing the SOR model, the researchers discovered that all the responses to the environment
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were either approach or avoidance (Donovan & Rossiter, 1982). How an individual behaves in the
environment seems to be negative or positive. For example, my desire to physically stay or continue to
explore the retail space is either approach (positive) or avoidance (negative). Fiore and Kim (2007)
speak of shopping as more than acquiring merchandise. The shopping experience involves
entertainment, store design, and more. These behaviors are how retailers are currently treating their
spaces. Additionally, the treatment of the retail environment is a product of how people are shopping
today and how it has evolved. Fiore and Kim (2007) mention shopping early on as a more logical
process or utilitarian. A customer shops to fulfill a need such as, purchasing work shoes.

Moreover, Fiore and Kim (2007) incorporate within the SOR model, the CEV model by Holbrook
(1986) which encompasses mental occurrences such as, memories and fantasies during the process of
consumption. The importance of the CEV model is within the organism there is “value”. Fiore and
Kim (2007) refer to value as, the consumer’s perceived benefits from the shopping experience. The
value portion of the model is important as many retailers look at their environments and future
strategies. Perceived value from the consumers is aligned with the entire experience, from entering the
facility to exiting which can motivate a customer with an intention to revisit and purchase.
STORY located in New York City’s Chelsea neighborhood was founded by Rachel Shechtman and
purchased by Macy’s in 2018 (Dennis, 2018). STORY is famous for bringing immersive experiences
to visitors and customers by changing out its store front theme every 6-8 weeks. The change is not
small. Change at STORY means recreating to fit the intended theme. Additionally, the premise of the
store is to bring unique experiences. It is those unique experiences that make this an important and
relevant example of how environmental cues from Bitner (1992) and Baker et al., (2002), along with
the SOR model from Donovan and Rossiter (1982), Im and Ha (2011), Cortazar and Vela (2018), and
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Fiore and Kim (2007) converge together to enable consumers through a robust shopping experience
find the value behind shopping once more.

The article by Cortazar and Vela (2018) refer to the application of the SOR Model in Latin American
malls. Although the cities of the malls were not published, the researchers stated seventeen malls were
visited and were among the largest in the region, all facilities were larger than 40,000 square meters
(Cortazar & Vela, 2018). The researchers looked at the impact of natural environments and its impact
on mall images as it relates to attitudes. The researchers define natural environment as an environment
inspired by nature. Overall, the study proves that consumers who visit malls are behaviorally affected
by the design and architecture of a physical space. Developing a unique atmosphere in the mall may
result in greater value for the customer which optimizes the visitors experience (Cortazar & Vela,
2018). The importance of this study is to discover research and practical implications outside the
United States. Regardless of the region or country there seems to be a common theme where
consumers are impacted behaviorally by the stimulants in the physical space. The gap in the literature
is the small number of articles published with a focus on minority patronage of malls in the United
States. The majority of publications heavily focuses on stimulants and cues but not directing the study
to a minority group.
Proposal for Future Action
The purpose of this conceptual paper is to gain more knowledge about how minority customers are
impacted by stimulants and cues. As a result, mall developers and retailers can use these experiences
and behavioral intentions to innovate current malls to drive foot traffic and patronage. The need for
change is apparent with a continuous shift in the population with 1 in 5 Americans being foreign born
by 2060 (Colby & Ortman, 2015). Additionally, the increase in double-digit mall vacancy rates is also
a sign for new business trajectories. The next step in this research study is to gather qualitative data
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through semi-structured interviews to fully explore this phenomenon more accurately. Therefore,
having conversations with consumers, the research study’s findings can have an impact on the
development strategies of mall developers, current mall management and retailers.
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Retailing in a developing country undergoes some predictable changes. My work in China and India
identified some of those changes. Governments play an important role in this development, either
helping or hurting the modernization of the distribution system. Some governments
believe that they help smaller retailers by restricting FDI in retailing, or requiring local joint venture
partners. Other governments seek to encourage FDI as a way to modernize the distribution system. The
Ethiopia government believes that the local retail sector will benefit from the government’s investment
in state-owned cash-and-carry wholesaler Alle, before allowing international retailers access to the
market. Each government has a different view of what would be helpful.

China is a good example of a country that initially restricted FDI, believing that they would develop
the distribution sector by limiting FDI and supporting state-owned enterprises. However, it wasn’t until
they opened up the retail sector that they saw rapid modernization. India, on the other hand has
continued to ban FDI in retailing, unless a company sold only a
private label. The modernization of their retail sector has been limited. Today, over 90% of retail sales
in India are in karana shops, very small stores that sell merchandise off-invoice to avoid paying sales
tax.

Kenya is a country that has retailing potential. My secondary research before going to Kenya identified
four major chain-store retailers operating there. Since my interest is retailing in transitional economies
I needed to talk with people who had implemented components of a chain store strategy, including
central buying. However, in the last few weeks before leaving I began to
read of large-scale store closings by these retailers. So, part of what I was interested in was asking
what happened?
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I met with CEOs and VP of buying divisions of these major retailers. I also talked with CEOs of
second tier retailers. One of my interviews was with the CEO of RETRAK, a retail industry trade
group. This CEO had some interesting observations about why so many of these companies had closed
so many stores so quickly. She attributed it to these are all family owned businesses, that grew from a
single store to sometimes hundreds of stores. However, the owners did not invest in systems that would
accommodate this growth. They were interested in opening more stores and profit. They used negative
working capital, money they owed to suppliers to allow this rapid growth. Eventually when suppliers
were not paid, they stopped supplying the retailers. Many of the original CEOs are being investigated
for bribery and fraud. The second-tier retailers are implementing control systems from the very
beginning. None of the retailers I interviewed had true central buying which would allow them to have
inventory control down to the SKU level.
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Abstract
Many Once-Online-Only retailers realized that opening physical stores or showrooms can help to
increase sales and demands across all channels while reducing the operational costs of shipping orders
and receiving returned products. Although the impact of showroom/physical stores on omni-channel
retailers has been investigated by prior studies, less is known about how information and fulfillment
flow between channels when offline store plays a complementary role, what factors make an offline
store strategy successful, and what types of retailers are more likely to be benefited by opening
physical stores/showrooms. This study conducted a systematic content analysis to answer these
questions.
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Based on an information and fulfillment matrix proposed by Bell (2014), online retailers’ showroom
strategy allows consumers to gain information offline and fulfill orders online. For example, Alibaba,
an online retail magnate in China, aims to break the boundary between traditional store retailing and etailing through integrating all the information and logistics both offline and online to sell more
products in a more efficient and profitable way. Consumers can try on apparel in one of Alibaba’s
stores and then use Alibaba’s mobile app to place an order that is delivered to home within 24 hours
(PwC, 2017). In this circumstance, Alibaba’s store plays a role of showroom, which complements its
online channel and offers benefits (e.g., touching and feeling products, personal service, and risk
reduction) that online channel cannot provide (Bell, Gallino, & Moreno, 2017; Levy, Weitz, & Grewal,
2019). In recent years, many Once-Online- Only retailers (e.g., Amazon, Warby Parker, Adore Me,
Bonobos, BaubleBar etc.) opened physical stores because they realized that opening physical stores or
showrooms can help to increase sales and demands across all channels while reducing the operational
costs of shipping orders and receiving returned products (Bell et al., 2017). Temporary showrooms
(“pop-up” shops or movable stores) are also anticipated to have the similar advantages of boosting
awareness and total demand (Bell, 2014). Du, Wang, & Hu (2019) claimed that opening physical
showrooms could help retailers alleviate consumer disappointment aversion caused by offline stockout uncertainty and/or online product value uncertainty because consumers could select a
complementary channel (e.g., website or mobile app) to acquire products after they received assurance
by touching and seeing products in person in the showrooms. Savastano, Bellini, D’ascenzo, and De
Marco (2019) conducted a multiple-case study with 15 retailers in Italy and found that using
innovative technologies in offline stores could enhance consumers’ shopping experiences, which in
turn resulted in a superior brand image and a stronger brand loyalty.
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Although the impact of showroom or physical channel on omni-channel retailers has been investigated
by prior studies (e.g., Bell et al., 2017; Du et al., 2019; Savastano et al., 2019), less
is known about how information and fulfillment flow between channels when offline store plays a
complementary role, what factors make an offline store strategy successful, and what types of retailers
are more likely to be benefited by opening physical stores or showrooms to complement the other
channels they already have. To answer these questions, this study conducted a systematic content
analysis of relevant prior studies. We applied Mayring’s (2000) four-step content analysis procedure:
1) material collection, 2) descriptive analysis, 3) category selection and 4) Material evaluation. 80
peer-reviewed research articles were obtained using a structured keyword search through major
databases [i.e., Elsevier, Emerald, Springer, Wiley and library services (e.g., Ebsco, Scopus,
Metapress, and Subito)]. During the searching stage, we used carefully selected keywords (e.g., omnichannel, channel integration, showroom, and pop-up shop) that fit the purpose and scope of this study.
The plural forms, suffixes and delimiters of the keywords were all used to include all possible
combinations of the terms. All the articles were published in the SJR Q1 journals in the field of
business, marketing, management, e-commerce, and retailing.
The analysis results show that omni-channel retailers’ physical stores mainly play two roles:
warehouse and showroom, and offer five types of services: buy-online-pickup-in-store (BOPS),
reserve-online-pickup-and-pay-in-store (ROPS), buy-in-store-ship-direct (BSSD), traditional brickand-mortar in-store fulfillment (ISF) and experience enhancement (EE). When a physical store plays
the role of warehouse in its local service area, the retailer can offer both BOPS and ROPS. When a
brick-and-mortar store serves the role as a showroom, the retailer can offer BSSD and other experience
enhancement activities (e.g., stylist service, tailoring, café or bar, digital entertainment). These four
types of services that omni-channel physical stores provide are based on two dimensions: high or low
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inventory and high or low purpose of shopping. Thus, a matrix of the omni-channel physical store
services is illustrated in figure 1.
One of the examples for those stores offering experience enhancement events with limited inventories
is pop-up shops, defined as “stores in temporary locations that focus on new products or a limited
group of products” (Levy et al., 2019, p. 190). Another example for physical stores with low level of
both inventory and shopping purpose is Nordstrom Local. Those shops are identified as neighborhood
service hubs with no dedicated inventory but offering a variety of services in small spaces with around
3,000 square feet (Schmidt, 2017). Therefore, a fully integrated omni-channel retailer should offer all
five types of services in their physical locations, so their customers can shop whatever, wherever, and
whenever they want, or just gain great services and experiences without any shopping purposes.

We identified the information and fulfillment flow of the three product-involved services (i.e., BOPS,
ROPS, BSSD). Three flow diagrams are illustrated below in Figure 2 for showing how information
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and merchandise move under the three different service settings. This study also discovered the factors
that influence the success of omni-channel retailers opening physical stores. These factors are three
dimensions of logistic service quality (i.e., timeless, availability, and condition), five dimensions of
SERVQUAL (i.e., reliability, assurance, tangibility, empathy, and responsiveness), cost or price,
return, and IT quality.
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Introduction
With the rise of online shopping, brick and mortar stores are scrambling to find a strategy to keep them
alive in this technology-based world. Malls are closing, and the rise of Amazon and other online retail
powerhouses are taking over (Olson, 2018). Brick and mortar stores must find a way to please the
change in consumers' needs, and offer them a unique shopping experience in store that they cannot
gain online (Niehm, Fiore, Jeong, & Kim 2006). Brands from every scale, corporate to small local
businesses, are taking advantage of the new retail trend of pop-up shops. Pop-up shops are semipermanent retail stores that offer an experiential and unique shopping event for consumers and create
variety in a retail storefront (Gordon, 2004). Determining a channel of distribution for a company is
one of the most important aspects of a business (Rozumey, Krainiuchenko & Belova, 2015). When
running an omnichannel company, it is important that companies keep their service quality consistent
to hold up the reputation of a brand. When consumers experience service quality from a company in an
online or offline setting, this can shape their perceptions of a company, increase their purchase
intention and willingness to pay a price premium (Sahin, Kitapci, Altindag & Gok, 2017). If a
consumer is pleased with the offline and online service they receive from a company or brand, then
their perception of that company is positive (Sahin et al., 2017). If a company creates positive service
quality in the brick and mortar and online setting, it could be beneficial to them to utilize experiential
marketing and other forms of distribution to grow, such as pop-up retail.

While the risk of owning a brick and mortar store is rising due to online powerhouses, it is important to
determine how beneficial the pop-up retail distribution can be for a company. To
determine if this channel of distribution is beneficial, customer-based pop-up store equity must be
measured. Customer-based store equity has been measured in past literature by Pappu and Quester
(2006) with the following constructs: customer's awareness, quality, association, and loyalty to the
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company. Built upon Aaker’s (1991) framework on brand equity, this study aims to determine whether
pop-up retail shops are a beneficial form of distribution for business through investigating consumer’s
perceptions with online and offline experiences and how those influence their awareness, quality,
association, and loyalty by developing their customer based pop-up store equity (H1, H2). For further
understanding consumer’s customer based pop-up store equity, this study aims to determine how this
affects consumer’s willingness to pay a price premium (H3), and consumer’s purchase intentions when
visiting a pop-up store (H4).

Research Methodology and Results

To test the study's hypotheses, an online survey method was utilized, resulting in 137 useable
responses in February 2019. Participants were recruited through a southern university’s email list
serve. Subjects were required to pass a series of screening questions to validate that they had an offline
and online experience with a brand's service quality and that they had knowledge of that brand's pop up
store. The online survey instrument was constructed using preexisting scales from literature that were
adapted for the purposes of this study on the five variables of offline service quality (Lu & Seock,
2011), online service quality (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Malhotra, 2005), Pop-Up Store Equity
(Netemeyer et al , 2004, Papu & Quester, 2006), Purchase Intention (Buil, Martínez, & Chernatony,
2014), and Price Premium (Netemeyer et al, 2004). Demographics, descriptive statistics, along with
scale reliabilities and correlation were analyzed. Exploratory factor analysis and multiple regression
analyses were carried out using the research variables to test the hypothesized relationships.
H1 and H2 predicted that consumers’ experiences with a brands’ service quality: offline (H1), and
online efficiency (H2), would significantly affect their customer based pop up store equity. In the
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original research model, customer-based pop-up store equity was predicted to have four constructs:
awareness, association, perceived quality, and loyalty. Through factor analysis in our study, three
factors were identified. Awareness and association became one factor, while perceived quality and
loyalty remained the same. Through factor analyses, three independent variables (offline service
quality, online service quality of fulfillment and efficiency) and three dependent variables (awareness
association, perceived quality, and loyalty) were identified to test H1 and H2. In the first multiple
regression model for testing H1 and H2, the independent variables were perceived offline service
quality, and two perceived online service quality constructs: fulfillment and efficiency. The dependent
variable was awareness/association construct of pop-up store equity. The overall regression model was
significant, (R2 =.062), F (3,129) = 2.737, p <.05. The second construct of customer-based pop-up
store equity, perceived quality, was significantly explained by perceived offline service quality (β =
.479), but not by the two constructs in perceived online service quality of fulfillment (β= -.113) and
efficiency (β= -.008). The third construct of customer-based pop-up store equity, loyalty, was
significantly explained by perceived offline service quality (β = .318), but not by the two constructs in
perceived online service quality of fulfillment (β= -.061) and efficiency (β= .047). According to the
results of the multiple regression analyses to test Hypothesis 1 and 2, H1 was supported, but H2 was
not supported. Overall, customer-based pop-up store equity was significantly explained by perceived
offline service quality (H1), but not by the two constructs in perceived online service quality of
fulfillment and efficiency (H2). Customers willingness to pay a price premium in a pop-up store (H3)
was significantly explained by two customer based pop up store equity constructs: awareness
association (β=2.10) and loyalty (β=.380), but not by perceived quality (β=.052). Overall, H3 was
supported by the regression model, (R2 =.287), F (3,134)=17.417. Customers purchase intention in a
pop-up store (H4) was significantly explained by two customer based pop up store equity constructs:
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awareness association (β=1.82) and perceived quality (β=.509), but not by loyalty (β=.127). Overall,
H4 was supported by the regression model, (R2 =.488), F (3,133)=41.014, p<.001.

Discussion and Implications
This study makes several significant contributions, implications, and suggestions for further research to
academia, the textile and apparel industry, and entrepreneurs. Based on the findings of this study, pop
up retail can be a very beneficial form of channel distribution for businesses. For example, if customers
are well aware of the pop-up store or have loyalty to the pop-up store, they are more likely to pay the
premium price for the products they purchase from the store. Also, if consumers have a higher
perceived quality of the said brand, they will have higher purchase intention. From the findings of this
study, awareness and association with pop-up stores are important so if businesses increase their
awareness/association, they can in return gain higher profits. This study also opens the doors for future
research to be added to the almost nonexistent literature on pop up retail.
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ABSTRACT
This paper predicts a significant relationship between social media and apparel rental services. When
online apparel rental services share many characteristics with online shopping tools, such as the service
is provided when consumers are connected through computer or mobile devices, social media, which
also utilize the Internet platform, may be related to it. The research argues that, based on uses and
gratifications theory, the interactive attributes of social media can be categorized into three types of
interaction that mean better outcomes for both brands and consumers: social, informative, and hedonic
interactions.

INTRODUCTION
Apparel rental is a service in which surplus goods are shared, and it is attracting attention as an
alternative to rapidly increasing waste creation. This research concerns the rental of apparel products
for consumer use in daily life because it remains new for both academia and industry personnel.
Although limited research into apparel rental services has been conducted, this paper predicts a
significant relationship between social media and apparel rental services. When online apparel rental
services share many characteristics with online shopping tools, such as the service is provided when
consumers are connected through computer or mobile devices, social media, which also utilize the
Internet platform, may be related to it. The research argues that, based on uses and gratifications
theory, the interactive attributes of social media can be categorized into three types of interaction that
mean better outcomes for both brands and consumers: social, informative, and hedonic interactions.
The purpose of this research, hence, is to empirically investigate the impact of social media on
consumer’s perceptions of, and intentions to use apparel rental services.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Apparel rental service is a solution to environmental problems caused by production and disposal
processes. In addition, while the fashion industry is specialized and diversified field, the fashion cycle
is shortened, and this makes it possible to consume rationally by relieving the burden on consumers
with the rapid increase of purchasing the apparel product (Armstrong et al., 2015; Hamari et al., 2016;
Lang & Armstrong, 2018). Apparel rental services allow consumers to conveniently rent apparel
products for a desired period of time. This research concerns the rental of apparel products for
consumer use in daily life. While the rental of a broader range of apparel than simply designer apparel
has become increasingly popular with consumers, the research into apparel rental services has been
largely limited to special occasion clothing. This research subject remains new for both academia and
industry personnel.

Sharing possessions with others is considered to be among the most pleasurable of activities, including
enjoying music, food, liquor, and gossip (Belk, 2014). Specifically, lending and renting physical
commodities are increasingly being facilitated through the Internet and social media. Belk
(2014) indicates that the intention of sharing is more helping others and making connections with
them, than earning access to products and services. Moreover, on social media, two-way
communication between consumers and companies is commonplace (Lin & Lu, 2011; Matzler et al.,
2015). This creates value for the platform as a tool with which users can build and maintain their
dependency on social networking platform and connection with other users.

Most activity on social media takes the form of viewing and posting opinions, questions, answers,
photos, videos, personal information, and knowledge, using the connectivity provided by the
community networking platforms. Moreover, social media support online interactions and user
contributions for acquiring products and services (Gan & Wang, 2017). Users can easily learn how
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others evaluate products and services, ask for suggestions before buying, and freely share their
experiences of the products and services after purchase (Chen & Shen, 2015). Social media likely
change the way in which users consume (Gan & Wang, 2017). Furthermore, uses and gratification
theory (UGT) addresses how consumers use media that satisfies their needs, allowing one to realize
gratifications such as knowledge enhancement, entertainment and relaxation, social interaction and
reward or remuneration (Dolan et al., 2016). In the process of social interaction and sharing, users
perceive benefits such as recognition from others, thus strengthening their purchase intention.

Constructs based on the theoretical underpinnings of uses and gratifications theory (UGT), which
explains the need for social interaction, the need for pleasure, information, and sharing needs – have all
been explored in recent literature on consumer choices in social media. This research posits that
interactions on social media can be placed into three categories, according to whether they have
information, social, and hedonic attributes. The research posits that because social media would create
and maintain connections between individuals, using social networking platform develops individuals’
relationships (Donath & Boyd, 2004). The relationship between apparel rental services and social
media has not yet been properly defined, and further investigation is needed. Therefore, this study
proposes that when consumers perceive attributes of social networking platform to be positive, they are
more likely to perceive the benefits of apparel rental services (Figure 1).
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Abstract
Due to the changing retail landscape, rural retailers are struggling to compete with large national
chains. To address this critical issue, a technical assistance program was developed in collaboration
with community partners, university extension, and retail merchandising students and faculty, to assist
rural retailers as design experts and consultants to solve their unique, specific problems. Participating
retailers were provided with 1 on 1 support and customized action plans were created based on their
specific challenges. Results from the project were developed into case studies and a best practice guide
for local economic development staff to duplicate these efforts in the future.

Introduction
In the context of community engagement and economic development, technical assistance can be
understood as a process of providing direct support to a business or individual that has a specific
developmental need. The process involves two-way communication between parties in which the
subject matter expert and those learning parties collaborate to solve an issue (Ronald et al., 2010).
When incorporated into service-learning projects, evidence shows that technical assistance is beneficial
to both the students and the community participants involved (Peterson & Thompson, 1991). Students
learn by applying relevant academic knowledge and skills to real-world problems through hands-on
experiences. Not only do the students benefit from their civic duty to the community and greater
application of their discipline, but community participants receive invaluable support that can directly
be applied to their business operations (Roitman et al., 1984; Robinson, 1982; Luke et al., 1988;
Chrisman & McMullan, 2000).

In Spring 2019, a community engagement project was conducted by a research team in a major midwestern university to assist rural independent retailers with tailored support based on their business
needs. Rural retailers, specifically, are facing unique challenges due to the changing retail landscape.
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The current retail landscape is characterized by constant innovation, with new technologies connecting
retailers and consumers in previously unimaginable ways. In this rapidly changing environment, small
businesses owners are left vulnerable and under pressure to compete for consumer attention (Miller &
Kean, 1997). Each year, thousands of small businesses form, but within ten years, only a small fraction
of them remain open (Beaver, 2002). These rural retailers are critical to a vibrant retail shopping
experience. Independent retailers provide unique goods and services specially tailored to the needs of a
local community. A thriving retail environment can also entice visitors to explore a community. Rural
independent retailers are under pressure to compete for consumers’ attention and purchases with
multinational retail chains such as Target, Walmart, and Amazon. These small businesses struggle to
compete with large retail chains due to lack of knowledge, critical skills and resources available which
enable them to compete in this rapidly changing business environment (Beaver & Hutchings, 2005;
Pavic et al., 2007).

To address this critical issue, a technical assistance program was implemented to support small
business owners in a rural mid-western town. This program allowed business owners to connect with
retail merchandising students and faculty and apply applicable classroom knowledge to real-life
problems. In addition, the technical assistance program, provides a foundational knowledge of the
unique challenges that rural retailers face which can be developed into future case studies. Specifically,
the objectives of this project are to (a) develop customized technical assistance programs for small
retailers in rural communities (b) develop tailored market analysis reports to small rural retailers (c)
develop case study analysis that can be used by future educators and retail businesses.
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Project description
A technical assistance program was developed to assist rural retailers as design experts and consultants
to solve unique, specific problems that individual rural retailers face. In collaboration with university
students and faculty, community partners, and university extension economic office, independent
stores were selected to work one on one with retail merchandising experts to help improve their store
functions.

The technical assistance was awarded to four select rural retailers in a mid-western town who were
looking to improve their retail business operations. Retailers submitted business applications for
technical support in the retailing areas of store presentation, visual merchandising, assortment
planning, inventory management, financial planning, target marketing strategies, social media
marketing, advertising strategies, and trend analysis. The applications received were reviewed by a
select committee of community partners, extension specialists and retail merchandising students, who
were aware of current rural retailing challenges. Criteria for selection included need, analysis of future
goals for the company, and the ability to assist retailers as retail experts.

Selected retailers were provided the opportunity to work one or one with a retail merchandising student
expert to develop action plans specific to their businesses. Selected retailers began with an initial
interview to identify critical areas of improvement and to discuss initial concerns that the retailer has
regarding their business. This included an initial overview of their business and the identification of
potential opportunities for the retailer. Following the initial interview, a brief was drawn up by the
retail expert and a second one on one meeting was set up to discuss initial business findings and
recommendations. An action plan was then established between the retailer and retail expert before a
final case study report was provided to the retailer.
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Each retailer’s current retail market was analyzed, and opportunities were identified to better position
the companies in the marketplace. The final case study provided to the retailer included main findings
from store interviews, research from industry sources, formalized action plans and recommendations,
and examples of strategy execution.

Conclusion
Technical assistance is a broad term used to describe communication and collaboration between two
systems with the ultimate goal of bridging the gap between research, industry, and practice. In today’s
competitive retail environment, it is critical to address the issues that rural retailers face and to find
strategic business solutions to these issues. With the dramatic change in the retail industry over the past
ten years, rural retailers are struggling to compete and stay in business. The technical assistance
program provided support to retailers and gave them the tools to grow and stay in business for the
years to come.

Results from the project were developed into case studies and a best practice guide for local economic
development staff to duplicate these efforts in the future. These case studies provided a foundation to
the retailers to use and implement into their current business model. The participating businesses said
that these coaching sessions provided accountability to implement the strategies into their business
model. Specifically, one retailer said, “I learned so much from this experience, from store layout to
addressing target markets, and social media ideas, and it reinforced that I am on the right track.”

Finally, the technical assistance program provided beneficial insight to service-learning pedagogy.
Through community-engaged projects in rural settings, students can use their acquired classroom
knowledge and skills in real-life business application. Especially, through the situational analysis phase
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of the project, students can understand the current challenges faced by independent retailers and their
struggle to compete, economically, with large retail chains. As a final outcome, students can
implement acquired critical thinking and communication skills to create tailored business
recommendations for each business based on their need. Students can apply these acquired real-life
skills in future careers and business practices.
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ABSTRACT
Grounded in the Uses and Gratifications (U&G) theory, this research attempts to explore the
distinctive smartphone uses and consumers’ expected gratifications during a shopping journey in brickand-mortar retailing stores; it also aims to answer if in-store consumers should be encouraged to use
smartphones. Through designing a mixed-method research, a micro- ethnography study was
undertaken before statistically examining the relationships between the constructs through Structural
Equation Modeling (SEM). The results indicate that smartphone’s utilitarian and hedonic gratifications
could reduce consumer’s state anxiety while social gratifications do not leave any impact. Higher level
of state anxiety could undermine consumer’s in-store purchase intention.

Keywords: Uses and Gratifications (U&G) Theory, Smartphone Uses In-store, Consumer
Shopping Journey, Consumer’s State Anxiety, In-store Purchase Intention.

1. Research Contexts, Gap and Questions

Due to the wide acceptance and use of smartphones, the consumer shopping journey has evolved and
transformed in the omni-channel retailing era (Pagani and Malacarne, 2017). A customer shopping
journey is defined as “a description of customer experience where different touchpoints characterize
customer’s interaction with a brand, product, or service of interest” (Clark, 2013). In the same vein,
marketing scholars emphasize the importance of addressing the multi-channel purchasing process as a
‘shopping journey’ in which consumers determine their own shopping routes (Wolny and
Charoensuksai, 2014). For example, smartphones are consumers’ constant companions, with
penetration at its highest ever level in the United Kingdom, accounting for 85% of the entire
population (Mintel1, 2018). Meanwhile, the ubiquitous smartphone uses also fulfil users’ social,
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communicative and information desires (Kang and Jung, 2014). Retailers have also acknowledged that
consumers use smartphones before or during their shopping journeys. It is reported that 74% of
consumers browse their smartphones in-store, 53% of in-store consumers read reviews during the
process of shopping, and 41% of consumers indicate their ‘webrooming’ shopping preference on
mobile devices prior to visiting physical stores (Retail System Research, 2016). Therefore, the project
predominantly investigates smartphone uses in brick-and-mortar retailing stores.

Consumers nowadays are confronted with a huge range of product/brand choices when visiting a busy
shopping centre, in such a way that they are no longer confident in their purchasing decisions (Nagar
and Gandotra, 2016). This is because shopping centres have transformed to leisure places whereby
shopping, dining, entertaining and socializing activities can take place simultaneously. Moreover,
searching and assessing product quality/performance can be time-consuming and complicated for
specific product categories, increasing consumer’s psychological distress such as anxiety in terms of
buying the appropriate product; while in-store consumers are pursuing shopping productivity at the
same time (Voropanova, 2015). Therefore, smartphones are adopted significantly to search for
immediate information, pay without queuing, and without consulting the store salespersons (Retail
System Research1, 2018), due to their portable and convenient features (Grewal et al., 2018). In turn,
the use of a smartphone assists in-store consumers with quick access to information that helps them
make assured and confident decisions, reducing one’s state anxiety during shopping journey.

On the one hand, marketing scholars call for research such as the impact of mobile technologies leave
on dynamic shopping trends and experiences (Shankar, et al., 2016); on the other hand, limited studies
relating to mobile devices’ adoption mark the specific smartphone uses from consumers’ psychological
angle during a shopping journey in physical retailing environments. It then invites the researchers to
investigate the various ways in which smartphones are used whilst shopping in brick-and-mortar
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retailing stores, given the increasingly dynamic nature of the consumer shopping patterns. Thus,
grounded in the Uses the Gratifications (U&G) theory (Katz, Blumer, and Gurevtch, 1974), whereby
consumers’ motivation for adopting smartphones during their shopping journey are examined, through
conducting a sequential exploratory research design (qualitative followed by quantitative).
Alternatively, the research questions are formulated as follows:
• Given the diversified uses of smartphones, what are the expected gratifications that consumers
could obtain via their smartphones in brick-and-mortar retailing stores?
• Do smartphone uses reduce consumer’s state anxiety during shopping journey?
• Does consumer’s state anxiety subsequently impact (increase/decrease) in-store purchase intention?

2. Key Literature Summary
After constructing the research questions, it proceeds to outline the key literatures relating to the
research topic. In general, there are five allied streams of literature contributing to an understanding of
smartphone uses during a consumer shopping journey in this research. First of all, it presents the Uses
and Gratifications (U&G) theory, adopted as the theoretical vehicle to support the research rationale,
because it appropriately drives consumers’ expected gratifications from selecting specific smartphone
usages. Secondly, the uses of smartphone will be explained in depth given the physical retailing
context, and the researcher also addresses how omni-channel retailers’ promotions and consumers’
shopping journeys are transformed due to digitalization and technological improvements (Grewal,
Roggeveen, and Nordfalt, 2017). Thirdly, the consumer shopping journey and purchasing intention
will be further discussed to explain the contemporary shopping patterns assisted with smartphones in
physical retailing spaces (Jeong and Jang, 2011).

It is then followed by a demonstration of the type of anxiety consumers may have, so-called State
Anxiety (Gilbert, Lee-Kelley, and Barton, 2003), especially in the context of busy shopping
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environments (e.g. shopping malls and town centres). Consumers may feel anxious and uncertain due
to busy shopping environments and choice complexity. Thus, the role of the smartphone as the
consumer’s shopping assistant, can alleviate or balance such anxious status. For example, consumers
use smartphones for direct communication with peers, families and friends to obtain additional
opinions; they may also be active on social networking platforms to exchange purchasing experience.
The fifth phase in the literature review illustrates the consumer engagement during shopping journey,
when consumers collaborate via their smartphones to achieve purchasing goals and corresponding
gratifications (Nguyen et al., 2016). In the end, a set of hypotheses and a proposed conceptual
framework are then developed, delineating the relationships between smartphone’s U&G, consumer’s
state anxiety and in-store purchase intention.

3. Mixed-method Research Design
This research adopts a mixed-method two-step study entailing both qualitative and quantitative
approaches. The first study decided a micro-ethnography method including on-site observation and
face-to-face interviews (Bryman and Bell, 2015), in order to figure out the emerging smartphones uses
and consumers’ expected gratifications during shopping journey in brick-and-mortar retailing stores.
Such strategy enjoys capturing first-hand information about consumer’s behavioral and psychological
diversities, and delivers a more comprehensive understanding of the marketing practice (Fuentes,
2014). Moreover, open-ended interviews was accomplished that a research assistant spent
approximately 20 hours over two weeks in retail environments, observing and interviewing consumers
who used their smartphones, through purposive sampling method. 43 consumers aged between 18 and
52 years collaborated with the research in shopping centres and high streets in two cities in the
southern part of the United Kingdom (see Appendix A). In addition, it focused on collecting broad
range of smartphone uses in general retailing segments including supermarkets, department stores, and
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shopping centres. The results were analysed through employ the thematic analysis and significantly
depended on interview conversations, accompanied by observation notes, following a coding scheme
known as ‘qualitative rigor’ raised by Gioia, Corley and Hamilton (2012) via NVivo software.

The second study adopted a self-administrated survey through simple random sampling tactic, aiming
to statistically measure and examine the relationships between key constructs. A pilot test was
performed and 10 colleagues from the same department were recruited contributing to a polished
questionnaire. The questionnaire mainly used 5-point Likert Scale to reveal individual’s opinions about
using smartphones during shopping, by answering the degree of agreement or disagreement with each
series of statements (Amoo and Friedman, 2000). Subjects were expected to answer: ‘1-strongly
disagree, 2-disagree, 3-neither disagree or agree, 4-agree and 5-strongly agree’. In order to optimize
scale validity and reliability, the researcher borrowed measurement-scaling statements from existing
research, and further modified these to fit the current research context (see Appendix B). The data
collection focused on approaching consumers who shopped apparel products in the second study, as
potential clothing consumers were observed visiting apparel retailing stores and they might have used
their smartphones during shopping journey. The survey took respondents five minutes to complete; and
it took approximately six weeks to obtain a satisfying sample size of 349 valid responses in total.
Ultimately, structural equation modeling (SEM) performed the quantitative analysis to inspect the
causal relationships between constructs and subsequently answer the second and third research
questions.

4. Results and Contributions
From conducting the qualitative study, it reveals and extends that in-store consumers use smartphones
differently owing to diversified gratification goals: utilitarian, hedonic and social dimensions. More
specifically, the empirical findings discovered that utilitarian gratifications could be achieved through
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Communication, Multi-tasking Functional Service, Product Information Seeking, and Mobile Quick
Payments. And Relaxing shopping Pace and Passing Time were perceived as hedonic gratifications.
Social Gratifications entailed Continuous Online Socialising and Consumer Engagement via Online
Brand Community. In addition, consumers prefer to use customized mobile websites and applications
in different ways due to usage purposes and media diversity. Lastly, consumer-to-consumer
interactions took place through adopting smartphones, as in-store consumers frequently asked for
additional advice and habitually checked their phones, in order to balance their state anxiety and
achieve more assurance when making purchase decisions in-store.

Therefore, the quantitative phase (study 2) further examined the causal relationships. According to the
hypotheses examination through conducting SEM analysis (see Appendix C), all of nine types of
smartphone uses were able to achieve three dimensional gratifications during shopping journeys.
Moreover, in consistent with the first study, the preliminary findings disclose that smartphone’s
utilitarian and hedonic gratifications would alleviate one’s state anxiety; however, the social
gratifications left no impact on reducing the state anxiety. Despite that smartphones are considered as
convenient tool to be connected, contemporary consumers spend large amount of time checking and
updating their social accounts (Leiner et al., 2018) regardless if they were in the shopping process or
doing non-shopping related tasks. Thus, some consumer’s apprehension cannot be reduced when they
are confronted with choice complexity in busy shopping centres. An insightful result demonstrates that
higher level of state anxiety would decrease in-store purchase intention, strengthening that in-store
smartphone uses contribute to reduced anxiety and subsequently impacts consumer’s purchase
intention.

Ultimately, besides theoretical contribution, this research project also suggests marketing implications
accordingly. Firstly, due to heavy smartphone-dependency alongside shopping, the traditional offline
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retailers should extend their business through mobile channel on a smartphone, aiming more audiences
and benefiting additional sales. Secondly, shopping centres should prohibit restricting smartphone’s
reception and optimise consumers’ use of smartphone as to realise gratifications by offering free Wi-Fi
services, 4G/5G access and other technology-assisted services in-store; simultaneously, consumers
may enjoy spending longer time in-store. Thirdly, omni-channel retailers should keep on discovering
consumers’ needs in order to accommodate their demands and further amend the marketing tools, with
a particular focus on enhancing consumer’s experience in-store.
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Appendix A
Table 1 Summary of Interviewees' Socio-demographic Profiles
Variable (N=43)
Gender

Description
Female
Male
Age in Years
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-60
Occupation
Student
Employed
Retired
Not Applicable*
Smartphone Brands
iPhone
Samsung
Other
Product Purchased
Accessories or Clothes
Groceries
Shoes
Home Appliances
Other
Number of Shopping Apps None
Installed
1-2
3-5
6-9
>10
Not applicable: respondents refused to disclose their occupations.

Percentage
69.8%
30.2%
34.9%
41.9%
11.6%
11.6%
44.2%
51.2%
2.3%
2.3%
65.1%
20.9%
14.0%
67.4%
14.0%
7.0%
4.6%
7.0%
32.6%
34.9%
23.2%
7.0%
2.3%

Appendix B
Table 2 Scale Reliability Test Output
Variable

Items

Cronbach’s
Alpha
Value

Scales Adapted From

1 Being
connected during
shopping

Con1 – Con4

0.836

Gan and Li (2018), Computers in Human Behavior

2 Obtaining
second opinions

Oso1 – Oso3

0.711

Chu and Kim (2011), International Journal of
Advertising

3 Information
searching via
branded mobile
apps

Ibma1 – Ibma3

0.802

Alnawas and Aburub (2016), Journal of Retailing
and Consumer Services

4 Multi-tasking
functional service

Mtf1 – Mtf3

0.839

Yao and Liao (2011), Management & Marketing

5 Mobile quick
payment

Mqp1 – Mqp4

0.806

Oliveira, Thomas, and Baptista (2016), Computers
in Human Behavior

6 Relaxing
shopping pace

Rsp1 – Rsp3

0.854

Nambisan and Baron (2007), Journal of Interactive
Marketing

7 Passing time

Pt1 – Pt3

0.856

Gan and Li (2018), Computers in Human Behavior
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Appendix C
Table 3 Hypotheses Testing and Decision

Hypothesis

Variable

Construct

Standardised
regression
weight

P-value

Hypothesis
Decision

H1a

CON

<---

Utilitarian

0.616

***

Accept

H1b

IBMA

<---

Utilitarian

0.643

***

Accept

H1c

MTF

<---

Utilitarian

0.682

***

Accept

H1d

MQP

<---

Utilitarian

0.637

***

Accept

H1e

OSO

<---

Utilitarian

0.644

***

Accept

H2a

RSP

<---

Hedonic

0.761

***

Accept

H2b

PT_

<---

Hedonic

0.800

***

Accept

H3a

COS

<---

Social

0.789

***

Accept

H3b

IOBC

<---

Social

0.954

***

Accept

H1

Anxiety

<---

Utilitarian

-0.273

0.037

Accept

H2

Anxiety

<---

Hedonic

-0.056

0.044

Accept

H3

Anxiety

<---

Social

-0.003

0.281

Reject

H4

IPI

<---

Anxiety

-0.13

0.033

Accept

Note: (1) IPI: In-store Purchase Intention; (2) ***: p<0.001.
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ABSTRACT
This study aims at deepening our understandings on the mechanism as to how retailers marketing mix
impacts upon customers satisfaction via an exploration employing the fuzzy- set Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (fsQCA). It empirically investigates the configurations of retail mix components
that determine different levels of customer satisfaction amongst the consumers who shop at one of the
major Japanese mini supermarket multiples. Part of the results gleaned from the analysis shows that the
combination of good merchandising, convenient store-location, and the customers’ clear perception of
the retail store format “being a mini supermarket” leads to a very high level of customer satisfaction.
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ABSTRACT
Using qualitative semi-structured interviews, data were collected from three consumers residing in a
midwestern state to gain their perceptions about the definition of local food as well as their visitation to
local farmers markets. The participants provided insights into what they thought the term “local” food
meant. The study has implications for all stakeholders including consumers, farmers, academics, and
policymakers. It provides a basis for theoretical implications that involve consumer motivations and
attitudes to the manifestation of consumer behavior in farmers market patronage. Future research ideas
raised by the study are also discussed.

I. Introduction
Perceptions of what makes up ‘local food’ have been shown through research to differ by region due in
large part to varying climates, soil types, and populations. Many researchers accept that eating locally
means minimizing the distance between production and consumption, especially in relation to the
modern mainstream food system (Peters et al., 2008). A product can be marketed as locally or
regionally produced if its end-point purchase is within 400 miles from its origin, or within state
boundaries (Martinez et al., 2010). Walljasper (2012) stated that some reasons for the booming interest
in local foods include; better taste, greater variety, healthier diet, a cleaner environment, a stronger
economy, safer food, more farmers, richer sense of community, and deeper connection with nature.
Research has shown some benefits of farmers markets such as: (a) through buying locally grown
produce at farmers markets, consumers can support local farmers and contribute to revitalizing rural
economies; (b) farmers also benefit through retaining more of the value of their produce by
circumventing the “middlemen” in the supply chain; and (c) creating markets, where consumers can
buy produce from local farmers, reduces the distance that food travels between farmers and consumers
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(i.e., food miles), which in turn decreases associated fossil fuel consumption, air pollution, and
greenhouse gas emissions (Trobe, 2001).

Despite previous studies, questions still remain regarding the constitution of what the term ‘local’
means to consumers’ in a particular geographic region. As a result, researchers have attempted to
define this term as well as developing a profile of consumers patronizing farmers markets depending
on the geographical location. For example, a study conducted by Wolf et al. (2005) reported that
farmers market shoppers were more likely to be female, married, and have completed post-graduate
work than non-shoppers in California. However, there is a paucity of research focusing on local food
and farmers market patronage in this midwestern state, despite the dramatic rise of public interest in
locally grown food in the state (Walljasper, 2012). Therefore, the goal of this study was to explore and
understand how consumers perceive and define the term ‘local’ food and their behavior towards
farmers market patronage. The objective was to understand what it means to eat locally in a
midwestern state and to understand the reasons for their perceptions.

This qualitative study is significant, as it not only presents the perceptions of consumers about their
definitions of local food but, identifies themes derived from one on one interviews. These themes can
be used as potential variables in future studies (mixed methods) in order to deepen our understanding
of the underlying perceptions of consumers about local food and farmers markets patronage. This
provides implications that encompass consumers’ motivations and attitudes to the manifestation of
consumer behavior.
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II. Methods
This qualitative research took place in the spring of 2019 in a midwestern state. Using a purposeful
sampling technique, three participants were recruited. All three participants were working adults and
living with their families at the time of the interviews. A semi-structured one-on-one interview was
conducted with each participant at different times and locations (a study room, a common sitting area
in a library, and a coffee shop). Interviews lasted for approximately 20-30 minutes. To ensure ethical
considerations, prior to the interviews, all participants were briefed and assured that their responses
would be confidential. They were also informed that there were no right or wrong answers, instead,
only honest opinions were needed. Finally, permission to record the interviews was sought and the
participants read, understood, and signed a consent form. The interviews involved a series of questions
about local food definition and perceptions, healthy eating, local food purchase decisions, and
patronage of farmers markets. Figure 1 below represents a picture of what the researchers anticipated
the emerging themes would be.
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III. Findings
In order to answer the research question “how do consumers define local food and to understand their
behavior towards farmers market patronage”, the interviews were transcribed verbatim. The researcher
listened to each recording over and over again to ensure that all information was transcribed
appropriately. Next, each interview transcript was read line-by-line through each case, each question
while looking out for any deviant cases, surprises and contradictions. The transcripts were also read
line-by-line across all three interviewees. Also, all personal identifiers and unnecessary information
were removed from the transcriptions. As a result of this process, four themes were found to run across
all three interviews: (a) locally grown fresh produce (geography- focused); (b) representative produce
categories (product-focused); (c) seasonality (time-focused); and (d) concerns about local food (safetyfocused).

Concerning the perception of local foods, the most common themes point to products grown within the
state, and the freshness of the products. The fact that the farmers cultivate crops or rare animals within
the state, and the residents get the opportunity to directly purchase the products from the manufacturers
themselves was prevalent. Therefore, consumers perceive foods from outside of the state to be nonlocal because they are transported/shipped from probably hundreds or thousands of miles away. The
more miles accrued during food transportation, the more preservatives have to be added to prolong its
freshness and shelf life (Wolf et al. 2005). Consumers are conscious about the safety of the food they
generally consume. With food from outside the state, there is the concern that it passes through several
processes before it arrives to the final consumer. This could include the use of pesticides and/or
preservatives. Local food systems are linked to reduce food safety risks through production
decentralization (Peters et al., 2008). Therefore, locally grown products do not require any added
preservatives in order to keep them fresh during transportation. Nevertheless, the use of chemicals on
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food produce by some local farmers is a concern to some consumers while others do not care as long
as it is labeled properly. This also relates to the fact that consumers have attributed taste to the
freshness of local foods. Eating locally has been correlated with improved nutrition, increased
likelihood of making healthier food choices, obesity prevention, and reduced risk of diet- related
chronic disease. This is mainly because the food is more nutritious, fresher, and less processed
(Martinez et al., 2010). As a result, consumers in the state purchase food from farmers markets that are
available in the summer but scarce in the other seasons.

Even though there is a variety of produce grown within this midwestern state, consumers perceive that
there are some particular foods that stand out namely; sweet corn and honey crisp apples. The
interviewees believe that the local farmers markets cater to a culturally diverse group of consumers.
Farmers, in producing these varieties of foods consumed by different cultural groups encourages others
to not only learn about new food, but to also try them out as well.

These themes are all interconnected and lead towards the definition of the term local food. The study
has implications for all stakeholders including consumers, farmers, academics, and policy makers. It
provides a basis for theoretical implications that involve consumer motivations and attitudes to the
manifestation of consumer behavior in farmers market patronage. This can broaden the perspective of
researchers beyond demographic characteristics and economic perspectives.
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IV. Conclusions
This qualitative study presents the perceptions of consumers about their definitions of local food and
behavior towards farmers market patronage. The study enriches our understanding of the broader sets
of values tied to local food perceptions and farmers market patronage. For example, the integrative
model can help researchers discern different degrees and qualities of consumer motivations and
attitudes and clearly identify the social-cultural contexts within which such motivations and attitudes
arise. While this study has provided valuable insights into the research question, there were some
limitations associated with this study. First, the partial knowledge of the interviewer on the research
topic may have limited the depth of information that would have been gathered. Because the time
required for data collection, analysis and interpretation are generally lengthy, analysis of qualitative
data is demanding therefore expert knowledge of an area of study is beneficial to try to interpret
qualitative data. Second, the views of only three interviewees may not represent the views of the
majority of consumers. Finally, it is not possible to replicate qualitative studies therefore; the contexts,
situations, interviews, and interactions cannot be replicated.
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Abstract: This exploratory research considers the developing stream of cannabidiol (CBD) supply and
demand. Using qualitative research to address key research questions as R1: What are the key supplyside factors that affect the production and distribution of cannabidiol (CBD) products?, and R2: What
demand-side issues affect consumer decision making for CBD products versus other options?,
interviews were conducted with CBD retailers and suppliers in South Carolina, New York, and
California. Resulting themes from the interviews fell into the following areas: Assortment Offer,
Categorization, and Trend; Employee Knowledge and Customer Usage Needs; and Regulations.
Suggested future research streams are provided.
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Abstract: Rising consumer distrust levels, troubling labor conditions, and negative environmental and
sustainability impacts have all led to the need for greater transparency in the $2.5 trillion textile and
apparel industry. Furthermore, non-profit organizations’ calls for action are the direct result of
catastrophic manufacturing disasters and questionable retailer business practices. While some
companies are taking actionable steps towards creating a transparent model, there is no consistent
model for all retailers to follow. This paper provides a consistent framework for a supplier-focused
Transparency Business Model (TPB) with the consumer at the center.
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Abstract:
Exploring virtual products is becoming increasingly commonplace within the retail environment. The
introduction of several Virtual Reality (VR) headsets with lower prices and more accessible hardware
allowed the speared of virtual reality shopping experience. However, it is still not fully understood
how virtual product interaction can influence shopping behavior. Therefore, the opportunity to study
how consumers actively interact with the virtual product may provide insights for improving the
shopping experience and implementing enhanced marketing strategies. In this study, we demonstrated
how hedonic and utilitarian shopping values changed when the product was explored and interacted
with in VR.
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Abstract:
Technology developments have grown at exponential rates and the adoption of these technologies has
posed a hurdle for businesses in all industries. Similarly, the textile industry has experienced
technology developments in the area of knitting; of note is the novel technology called 3D knitting. By
means of a case-study analysis, the researcher examined the implications of 3D knitting on apparel
retailing. Based upon the companies found to be successful in their implementation of the technology,
findings suggest opportunities and limitations for retailing venues and resulting business models.
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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to evaluate consumers’ responses toward healthcare smart clothing to
identify preferred technical and clothing features. A review of the literature identified the themes
associated with consumer acceptance of healthcare smart clothing mainly from aspects of technology,
privacy, and health safety. Online customers’ reviews were collected from social media. The
qualitative data compilation and analysis was done using Nvivo. Empirical results showed most of the
users care about functional congruence, effort expectancy, and hedonic value. Implications were
provided to the designers and manufacturers for better handling the complexities of assembling
technical and clothing attributes of smart clothing.
Keywords: Smart Clothing, Consumer Response, Technology, Healthcare, Nvivo
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to about consumers' responses toward curated subscription shopping for
fashion, and their motivations for outsourcing their decisions in buying fashion products. BASIC IDS
is a systematic qualitative methodology that has been used to analyze 20 consumer-generated stitch fix
unboxing YouTube videos. From the analysis, it is seen that the curated subscription consumers can be
classified as experiential shoppers. They pursue fun from curated surprise and opening the box in
addition to styles, uniqueness, and product assortment. The risk associated with the curated
surprise/uncertainty is alleviated by free return policies. Price plays a significant role in consumers'
final purchase decisions as well.
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Abstract
Social and environmental implications of global clothing consumption present challenges for balancing
profitability and sustainability in an industry that draws on global resources to function.
Overconsumption, downward price pressure and rapid product life cycles prompted development of
reverse supply chains for worn clothing for recycling, remanufacturing, reuse or disposal. This
research examines global trade patterns to identify dominant source and destination countries to
establish an overall understanding of this growing and complex phenomenon on a global scale. To that
end a longitudinal analysis on United Nations’ COMTRADE data provide input for modeling dyadic
trade flows of worn-clothing (HS: 6309).
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Abbreviated Abstract:
Emojis are being used extensively on social media, as they provide a visual, universal cue to people
regarding the topic of the social media post. Since retailers are using social media extensively in their
marketing mix, it is imperative to build a foundation to understand how emojis are currently being
used in a retail setting. A content analysis on 18,542 emojis was conducted to determine how urban,
independently-owned retailers are currently communicating with consumers via emojis. A proceeding
study will utilize the information outlined in this foundational study and determine consumer
perceptions of the most highly used emojis.

Keywords: Emojis; Urban Retailers; Social Media
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Abstract
M-commerce is taking over the market share from traditional e-commerce and brick-and-mortar store
channels. The number of m-commerce studies from a consumer perspective has been burgeoning. In
contrast, our knowledge about m-commerce adoption from a company perspective is very scant.
Merely applying the consumer behavior models to company studies could be misleading. Thus, this
paper theoretically proposes a research model for studying business m-commerce adoption and its
impact on business performance. This research provides a synthesis of key research findings, identifies
gaps in research, and shows paths for overcoming the current research limitations by providing a
research agenda.
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Introduction. Traditional retail models are outdated, replaced by a next retail context defined by
consumer experiences and transformed through technology integration. The retailer – customer
relationship is no longer one-way; the new retail paradigm has shifted power to the consumer who now
has endless choice. Digital disruptor companies operate with iterative methods, in a design>launch->observe (customer behavior + data analysis)->revise-> launch cycle. Traditional retailers
who adopt this method are most likely to survive. Students’ understanding of this paradigm is critical
to future retail career success.

Retail Reimagined: Impact on Retailers, Students as Employees, and the Customers They Serve.
Retail homogenization has led to the demise of shoppers’ anticipation of discovery and enjoyment in
traditional retail formats. Simultaneously, technology fundamentally changed how consumers live,
shop, engage, learn, and experience people, places and things. Easy access technology expanded
information, increased consumer expectations, and made personalization possible while decreasing
consumers’ attention spans. Retail disruptors are addressing this shift by embracing innovation and
data science to form a new retail ecosystem of innovative technology, fulfillment thru last-mile
delivery, and brand advocates (Lobaugh, Bienniek, Stephens, & Pincha, 2017). This seismic shift from
a retailer-controlled market to a consumer-controlled market has consequences for retailers and
educators.
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Digital Disruption: Impact on Students and Consumers Digital Behavior. Digital behavior is
directly impacting how consumers shop, retailers operate, and real-time content students need to learn
in preparation for successful retail careers in the 21st century. Educators need to adapt course content
and teaching styles. With the launch of the iPhone in 2007, consumer and student behavior changed as
they became empowered with infinite choice, powerful search capabilities and higher levels of
expectation. Previous content and teaching have focused on understanding legacy retailer internal
processes and challenges built around organizational silos, a push-to-consumers methodology and little
to no real-time data analysis, as it was not readily available. Now, students must be informed about
both the physical and digital retailer businesses, logistics and product delivery challenges, consumer
demands, digital and social media impact on marketing, and retailer data informed by real-time
analysis, security issues and customer expectations. Educators must also imbed teaching techniques
that address shorter attention spans, smartphone and computer distractions in the classroom, and
evolving student learning styles.

Consumer Experience (CX) Transformation: Consumer-Centric, Empowered, Connected, and
Personalized. CX is the most important driver of business success today. It reflects the consumer’s
total experience throughout the arc of being a company of brand customer. Consumers seek
experiences aligned with personal tastes, preferences, and resources. For many this extends to creating
a personal brand. CX is understanding, creating, and offering unique experiences that bring satisfaction
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at every step of the journey. The sum of a consumer’s expectations, engagements and experiences
represents an iterative, complex and dynamic path to purchase. The magnitude of consumers
expectations for optimal experiences emerged from consumer empowerment thru 24/7/365 digital
access. It removed geographic and time barriers; formed new marketplaces; opened information
access; created new communication/media channels; and launched new ways to connect with family,
friends, work, social organizations, brands and retail. CX changed consumer efficiencies, involvement,
decision making and values. Moreover, consumers’ role in commerce changed at local, national and
global levels. Ubiquitous interconnections on a global scale opened digital consumption opportunities
to consumers worldwide. This consumer-centric perspective is driving retail reimagined. As digital
natives, our students offer fresh perspectives and collective experiences across omnichannel retail.
However, successful careers and retail employers must have strong understanding of this dynamic
paradigm shift that is driving continuous change in consumer behavior. Cross-functional collaborative
teams are key to future success in CX applications.

Benefit of Workshop to Attendees. An interactive forum will allow attendees to ask questions and
share teaching strategies. Panelists will present teaching strategies that will build technical, conceptual,
and interpersonal skills (Cook, 2012) in retail, digital retailing, and CX courses. Panelists will present
examples of: (1) integrated real-time interactive business projects/case studies, (2) gaming techniques,
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(3) interactive teaching projects, outcomes/tools, and (4) micro-research for CX insights and applied
strategies.
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Abstract:
This quantitative study examined the effectiveness of social media influencers in shaping consumers’
brand perceptions, attitudes, and behavioral outcomes. The study extended the hierarchy of effects
Advertising Effectiveness model using Cialdini’s (1987) principles of influence (i.e., reciprocation,
consistency, social proof, and liking). Results indicate a consumer’s brand perception is influenced by
social media influencers that develop a strong relationship with the consumer by posting valuable
content consistently. The proposed extended Advertising Effectiveness model suggests both theoretical
and managerial implications regarding the influence of social media influencers and their impact on
consumers.
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Abstract:
The ESRAP Student Merchandising Competition is a juried poster competition with applicants from
across the globe. Students are invited to invoke an entrepreneurship mindset, empowered to
incorporate triple bottom line practices into the development of a business plan for a socially
responsible fashion retailer. The business plan may be for any classification of a retailer, including recommerce. Both academics and industry leaders judge the annual competition. The session will
provide a working opportunity for attendees to analyze previous submissions and review feedback
received by both academic peers and fashion industry leaders in sustainability.
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Abstract
The retail landscape has changed significantly over the past two decades and continues to evolve
toward omnichannel diversification, with a particular focus on digital and e-commerce markets. This
new market environment creates both opportunities and challenges for fashion retailers due to the
nature of products, which often have numerous attributes. One of the technological developments in ecommerce is Recommending Systems (RS) that suggest products and services to individuals. The
incorporation of techniques developed in Computer Vision (CV) in fashion RS is promising.
Therefore, this research proposes an advance fashion RS that inherent different CV techniques to
recognize and generate images of fashion products.

Keywords: Fashion and Clothing, E-Commerce, Recommending System (RS), Computer Vision
(CV)
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Abstract
This study investigated the impact of corporate social responsibility (CSR) information source and
media format on source credibility, information credibility, and corporate brand reputation in the
context of fashion brand’s CSR campaign on social media. The primary data were collected from an
online survey that exposed U.S. consumer respondents to various CSR information source and media
format combinations. The CSR information source was designated as either a company or a consumer.
The media format was a CSR news release, a CSR image advertisement, or a CSR video
advertisement. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) method was used to determine the impact.
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Abstract
Today’s students are woke or socially aware. The rising generation of youth are influenced and
inspired by peer role models such as Greta Thunberg, the 16-year-old Swedish climate activist and
Nobel Peace Prize nominee. Although it is important for all stakeholders to become aware of consumer
wants and needs it is today’s youth with the ultimate power to take action. One way to take action is
through entrepreneurial ideas and stakeholder collaboration. Together firms, educators, and students
can work together to impact sustainable change. The goal of this paper is to explore the student
ideology on sustainability through a global merchandising competition.

Keywords: entrepreneurship, higher education, merchandising, pedagogy, sustainability
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Abstract:
In a hypercompetitive, omni-channel retail environment, retailers are increasingly establishing
advertising DSPs (demand-side platforms) to sell ad space on their website shopping pages to
competing retailers, brands, and manufacturers. While there is an established body of literature
examining vertical information-sharing collaborations between retailers and their suppliers (brands,
manufacturers), there is scarce research on retailer information sharing. What does this competition
plus collaboration (coopetition) mean for channel conflict, especially in the context of ownership of
customer data, in the retail sector? This research investigates how coopetition between horizontal
participants (retailer-retailer) versus vertical participants (retailer-manufacturer) differ from similar
logistics-based-collaborations.

Keywords: omnichannel, information-sharing, channel conflict, privacy regulation, coopetition
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Abstract:
This study examines the purchasing preferences of millennials in brick-and-mortar retail and in online
shopping environments. A sample of 46 millennials was collected through SurveyMonkey Audience.
In line with previous studies, millennial respondents reported that product availability, in-store
communication materials, and price were the most important characteristics they considered when
shopping. In addition, respondents also reported a preference for shopping on websites using a desktop
or laptop computer instead of mobile apps. Respondents who did prefer mobile apps were also frequent
iOS users. Overall, results demonstrate that millennials purchase preferences are dependent on the
retail format, specifically in brick and mortar locations when compared to online shopping.
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Hwan Mark Lee (Ryerson University)
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Differences in Clothing and Shoes
Disposal Methods, Recycling
Motivational Factors, and Recycling
Prevention Factors Between US College
Students and the General US Population
Examining consumers motivations
behind showrooming behavior: A two
phased approach
What drives consumers’ to visit an
offline store before purchasing online?
Insights from showrooming narratives
Strategies in Handling Excess Seasonal
Inventory: A Case of a Retail Chain
Comparison of Global and Local
Apparel Brands in India

Supermarketization process in Lebanon:
theoretical approaches¹

Living the dream: A qualitative pilot
study into luxury executives’ perceptions
of masstige
Competitive Product Customization in a
Multimarket Environment
Brand Balance: The Effect of Brand
Encroachment on Interactivity for Social
Media Influencers

Conference Overall Best Research Paper and Runner-Up:
Juanjuan Wu (University of Minnesota), Bo Ra Joo
(University of Minnesota), Ahmad Saquib Sina
(University of Minnesota), Sanga Song (Indiana
University East) and Claire Haesung Whang
(California State Polytechnic University-Pomona)

Personalizing 3D Virtual Fashion Stores:
An Action Research Approach to
Modularity Development (Best
Conference Research Paper)

Rachel Bahn (American University of Beirut and
MOISA, Univ Montpellier, CIRAD, CIHEAMIAAM, INRAE, Montpellier SupAgro), Florent
Saucede (MOISA, Univ Montpellier, CIRAD,
CIHEAM-IAAM, INRAE, Montpellier SupAgro),
and Fatiha Fort (MOISA, Univ Montpellier,
CIRAD, CIHEAM-IAAM, INRAE, Montpellier
SupAgro)

Supermarketization process in Lebanon:
theoretical approaches (Runner-Up Best
Conference Research Paper)

Best Pedagogy Paper
Seung Hwan Mark Lee (Ryerson University),
Jacqueline Hogue (Ryerson University), Janice
Rudkowski (Ryerson University), Kathryn HallNewton (Ryerson University), Polina Ratnichkina
(Ryerson University), and Ksenia Sergueeva
(Drexel University)

Classroom Participation in Business
Schools: Pitfalls and Student-Suggested
Solutions (Best Paper Pedagogy)

Best Graduate Student Paper and Runner-Up:
Zachary Robichaud (Ryerson University) and Dr.
Hong Yu (Ryerson University)

Quinn Button (Oklahoma State University) and
Gregory Clare (Oklahoma State University)
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Gen Z’s Purchase Intention towards
Fair-trade Coffee (Best Graduate
Student Paper)

Measuring consumer attention to
exterior electric vehicle design
attributes: An eye tracking study
(Runner-Up Best Graduate Paper)

